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Charitable
deductions
help Pattons
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton and wife Judi
gave enough to charities in 1999
to reduce their taxable income
by more than half, their tax
returns show.
The Pattons paid nearly
$136,000 in federal and state
income taxes. That was $55,218
more than they owed. Instead
of a refund, the couple elected to have the excess applied
toward their estimated taxes
for 2000.
The couple's tax returns and
schedules were made public
Tuesday. Patton was on a
retreat with his cabinet secretaries and most top aides and
was not available for comment.
Patton's salary as governor
was $94,943. Income from
investments, rents and royalties pushed the couple's total
income to $523,232. That
included just under $175,000
from rent of land and $53,651
from an oil and mine supply
company.
Deductions, mostly for charitable gifts, reduced their federally taxable income to
$235,373. They paid taxes to
the state on income totaling
$212,172.
The vast majority of the couple's contributions, nearly
$217,000, were for two causes — a trust to benefit unspecified charities and a foundation that funds scholarships for
high school students in the
governor's native Lawrence
County.

Chandler
seeks veto
from Patton
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Ben Chandler, who got into a tussle with
legislators over who should
control the money when the
state settles lawsuits, wants
Gov. Paul Patton to take his
side.
Chandler on Tuesday asked
Patton to veto legislation and
a related piece of the budget
bill that directs such settlements be spent at the direction of the General Assembly.
Chandler also wants Patton
to veto another bill that essentially would take the attorney
general out of the loop when
the state goes to hire lawyers.
Under current law, the attorney general must first decline
to take the job if a state agency
or employee needs a lawyer.
The flap over the assets of
charities and consumer protection settlements won in cases
sought by the attorney general prompted a bitter exchange
between Chandler and lawmakers.
Chandler called it "an
unprecedented money grab."
Legislators said Chandler
wanted to oversee the spending of the money with no public oversight.
Chandler has enlisted the
aid of numerous other organizations to write to Patton to
seek a veto of House Bill 629.
The bill passed 27-1 in the
Senate and 83-14 in the House.

A.ri-iuuz
Tonight.. Mostly cloudy. A
50 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low 60 to 65. South
wind 10 to 15 mph.
Thursday...Thunderstorms
likely. Strong storms possible.
High around 75. Chance of
rain 70 percent.
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City tackles bud et issues
mittee Tuesday evening.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
"I think we're backed up in a
Staff Writer
As a former mayor, Murray City corner right now, and we need
Council member Bill Cherry knows another source or revenue to opera thing or two about preparing ate this city."
Cherry's comments came after
city budgets. He also knows that
one of the more prickly issue when a lengthy debate between committee
preparing those budgets is how to members concerning how the city
would come up with the additional
raise additional revenues.
it needs to fund projects
revenue
city
government
"I've been in
now almost 15 years, and we such as the construction of a new
haven't made any major revenue fire 4ation.
"Wb need some money somechanges," Cherry said at a meetsaid council member Ginhow,"
comfinance
ing of the council's

ger Veal. "Even if we do a bond
to pay yearly, we don't have that
kind of money.
"I realize that everyone doesn't want to talk about payroll tax
because they're so worried about
the (November) election," she said.
"The city needs a new firehouse.
The city needs all these things."
The discussion came after a
meeting in which the finance committee had reviewed budget requests
from the city's public works departments. Those requests included:

• $163,700 for the sanitation scheduled meeting is May 8, when
the committee will review,the total
department
• $225,500 for the city's trans- 2000-2001 fiscal year budget proposal.
fer station
Veal expressed concern that the
• $120.000 for the planning and
committee had not adequately disengineering department
• $35,000 for computer system cussed funding for the Murrayupgrades for the finance, water, Calloway County Parks and Recresewer and sanitation departments ation Department, the costs of con• $250,000 for the installation structing a new fire station and
of a new gas tap station to the city employee salaries.
Other committee members pointeast part of Calloway County
• $250,000 for sewer rehab
The finance committee's next • See Page 2

Airport in line for funds
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
On a trip to the recent Federal
Aviation Administration conference
in Memphis, Tenn., members of
the Murray-Calloway County Airport Board learned it will receive
a $150,000-per-year grant for three
years beginning in 2001 for maintenance, as well as expansion.
Chairman Jim Fain informed the
other board members of the grant
at Tuesday's meetingand explained
that if the funds are not used for
approved projects at the airport,
the monies can accrue for the three
years before Congress renews the
funding plan.
The Airport Aid and Development Fund, built with taxes on airline fuel and airline tickets, can
be used provided the local airport
and the state government can each
cover 5 percent of the costs for
the approved maintenance or expansion project.
"(The FAA conference) was very
beneficial," said Fain, who described
the tours of the Memphis International Airport and the other .events
and opportunities available at the
meeting in Memphis. "We got to
meet other local airport operators,
and it was a very fun trip."
The grant can be used to fund
construction of a 1,000-feet-long,
800-feet-wide safety overrun area
on the end of runway 23.
The Memphis FAA office wants

Hatchett:
Education
department
skirted laws

From wire, staff reports
FyrANKFORT, Ky. — The state
Department of Education skirted
purchasing laws and stashed money
in outlying agencies and districts,
the state auditor says.
A report from the office of Ed
Hatchett released Tuesday questioned whether the department's
payments to a teacher training
organization that once employed
Bill Cody, the state's former education commissioner, were a conflict of interest.
The department and the organization. The National Faculty, never
had a signed contract, Hatchett said.
Interim Education Commissioner Kevin Noland said most of
Hatchett's findings were already
known and were being corrected.
The National Faculty was paid
to conduct teacher training institutes.
"There is no doubt that the
BERNARD KANE'Ledger Times photo
... (were) actually proservices
Aviator Tom Brandon looks at the engine of a Cessna 150 with airplane mechanic
said in a letter to
Noland
vided,"
Ernie Jirak, operator of the maintenance shop at the airport.
Hatchett.
The report was the second in
the overrun to look like the airport's overrun on to sign off on the transferal of airport mainteHatchett criticized the
which
the new runway 5, but the project will require nance funds to adjust the drainage system so rainhandling of millions
department's
8,000 cubic yards of dirt to be moved and Collins water does not flow off the runway and taxiway
in grant funds.
dollars
of
Road and several utility poles will have to be and flood the yards of neighboring residents.
His auditors uncovered a
relocated to allow enough room for the overrun.
$514,000 embezzlement of grant
Meanwhile, the airport is waiting for the FAA • See Page 2
money by Randy Kimbrough, a
former deputy commissioner of
the department. Kimbrough pleaded guilty to the charge last week.
The new report said the depart"appears to resort to subment
been bought and that the sheriff's department 3 in which magistrates approved buying the
Staff Report
by transferring money to
terfuge"
building a half-block from the sheriff's departhoped to move in in four to six weeks.
Murray Ledger & Times
cooperatives —
education
various
During the I7-minute meeting, magistrates ment's current home in the Calloway County school districts that band togethCalloway County is officially the owner of
the building that will be the new home of the also gave final approval to amend the budg- Courthouse.
er to purchase goods and servicMagistrates voted at the April 3 meeting to es — and calling it grants.
et to include the $125,000 cost of the buildsheriff's department.
pay for the building by moving $25,000 from
The co-ops hold the money
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins told Calloway ing.
The first reading of the budget amendment
until the department tells them
County Fiscal Court Tuesday night that the
See Page 2
what to do with it. In the last
two-story brick building at 304 Maple St. had came during the same special meeting April
three years, the department stashed
an unspent $2.9 million that should
have lapsed into the state's Gen.
eral Fund, Hatchett said.
Hatchett's office is currently
auditing five co-ops, but the West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative
students
school
high
Columbia
of
"You
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
which includes Murray
(WKEC),
have the right to remain silent" who arrived at 7 p.m. Tuesday
County districts and
Calloway
and
— a police warning recited count- and camped out overnight.
is not one of
Murray,
in
based
is
in
case
the
studied
"We've
less times daily and made familthem.
class,"
Court
Supreme
honors
our
Americans
of
generations
iar to
Jayne Crisp, WKEC's execuby movies and television — is on said Aaron Pearl, a Field School
director, said the investigative
junior. "We know it's a blocktrial in the Supreme Court.
Kimbrough stemmed from
of
tion
case."
After hearing arguments today, buster
that happened in 1998.
incidents
By 9 a.m., the line of people
the justices must decide whether
has not established a
"WKEC
police still must warn criminal seeking entry stretched across the
the National Facwith
relationship
suspects about their right against expansive plaza in front of the
year ago," Crisp
a
about
until
ulty
First
down
self-incrimination before question- court building and
during
morning
Wednesday
said
Street toward the Capitol.
ing them.
Glasfrom
interview
telephone
a
The Clinton administration
Such warnings have been
the
attending
was
she
where
gow,
required ever since the Supreme refuses to defend the 1968 law.
WKEC
meeting.
board
WKEC
the
Court's landmark 1966 decision in "Confidence of the public in
includes 30 school districts and
Miranda vs. Arizona, but a feder- fairness of the criminal justice sysMurray State University.
al appeals court ruling last year tem ... may be expected to suffer
WKEC is one of five agencies
threw Miranda's future into doubt. if Miranda were overruled: Jusformed PD. Partners and is
that
told
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of tice Department lawyers have
involved with the National FacAppeals said Congress effectively the court.
ulty, which provides teacher trainOpponents of the Miranda ruloverturned Miranda when it enactfor two other WKEC districts
ing
ing blame it for letting some crimed a 1968 law.
- Livingston and Crittenden counThe long-ignored law, known inals go free.
ties.
They invoke a 1994 opinion by
as Section 3501, means failure to
Crisp said she thinks the Nationgive such warnings no longer Justice Antonin Scalia, in which
Faculty pays the trainers there
al
requires automatic exclusion of he said federal prosecutors' failand that the money for
directly
incriminating statements as trial evi- ure to invoke Section 3501 "may
sent through the conot
is
that
dence, the appeals court ruled in have produced — during an era
op.
the case of a Maryland man accused of intense national concern about
The other partners are MSU,
of robbing banks in Maryland and the problem of runaway crime —
the Region I Service Center, the
the acquittal and the nonprosecuBERNARD KANE Ledger A. Trmes photo
Virginia.
Regional Training Center and the
Today's argument session drew tion of many dangerous felons. ...
MADE TO FIT...Brian Willis of Data Technologies trims
Badgett Regional Cooperative for
an unusually large crowd of per- There is no excuse for this."
in
the inside of a pipe while working on the data comEnhancement
Educational
The justices will take an inisons seeking a place among the
Madisonville. which is one of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospinew
of
the
munications
some 200 seats available to the tial vote behind closed doors Frital Wellness Center on Poplar Street
day, and their decision is expectpublic.
• See Page 2
First in line were four District ed by late June.

County new owner of sheriff's building

Miranda warning on
trial in Supreme Court

0
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• City • • •
From Page 1
ed out that while the city does
indeed need an additional revenue
source, it also needs to figure out
exactly what its needs are first.
"First of all, we need to decide
how much money we want," said
committee member Bill Adams.
"We don't need a million dollars.
We could use it, but it wouldn't
be fair to put that on the taxpayers. We won't know that until
we plan."
"When you add new revenue,
you need to have a clear idea of
what you want to do with it,"
said Don Leet, city finance officer. "You need to be able to say,
'We need this much for a fire station, this much for a police station,' and so on."
City Administrator Don Elias
said the city has also not done
an adequate job yet of communicating to its citizens exactly what
an additional revenue source would
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.
be used for. He pointed to the
example of Owensboro, who passed
a payroll tax last year with the
support of the community.
-The communities that have been
successful in passing taxes around
the state have very clearly outlined what those monies would be
used for," Elias said.
Council members have been considering the option of constructing a new fire station to help keep
the city fire insurance . rating at
its current level. They have also
heard requests for new facilities
from the Murray Police Department.
While facilities have taken center stage, though, concerns about
salaries remain prominent. Butch
Seargent, city director of planning
and engineering, said the city's
inability to provide merit raises
the last few years has hurt its
standing in that area.
"Incentive is really where we
need to be able to lift people up,"
he said. "When the General Fund
operation doesn't have any money,
that's carried across the board to
all the utility employees, too."
"The salary of the beginning
police officer has driven this whole
discussion," Adams said. "We
would hire them, send them off
to training and then they would
go off to work somewhere else."
Both Adams and Leet said the
city has tried to improve salaries
for its police officers.
"There were eight promotions
in the police department last year,
with salary increases ranging from
5 to 19 percent," Leet said."There's
going to be money in there this
year for salary adjustments for the
lower paid police officers. That's
the way we're doing it."
"What nobody realized was that
beginning salary police officers got
a $2,000 raise two years ago,"
Adams said.'That's not true across
the board."'
The second and final reading
of the Murray city budget is scheduled for June 8. A public hearing
on the budget is scheduled to be
held May 25.

FAA authorizes weather • County
From Page 1
station in Owensboro
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP)—The
Federal Aviation Administration has
authorized the installation of an
automated weather-observation station at Owensboro-Daviess County Regional Airport.
-This gives us a shot at making The Weather Channel," Fred
Reeves, executive vice president
of the Owensboro-Daviess County Chamber of Commerce, joked
Monday.
The station, which is expected
to be up and running by late summer, will record weather conditions but won't generate forecasts.
The National Weather Service office
in Paducah will continue performing
that function.
The lack of a weather-reporting station in Owensboro has
annoyed the chamber for years
because it prevents Kentucky's
third-largest city from appearing
in state weather reports.
The FAA, however, is more
concerned about improving aviation safety than putting the city
on the nation's weather map.
"Commercial and charter flights
are required by law to have the
latest local weather information
before they take off," said Tim
Bradshaw, manager of the Owensboro airport. "Our control tower
provides limited weather informa-

tion between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.
But this information will be available 24 hours a day, seven days
a week."
That will improve the airport's
marketability at a crucial time,
Bradshaw said.
"We're negotiating with Vision
Airways and another cargo operator now, and it's a great tool for
us," he said.
Vision Airways, a start-up cargo
and passenger airline, has said it
will decide by next month whether
to establish its headquarters at the
airport.
The other airline isn't ready to
publicly announce that it's considering Owensboro, Bradshaw
said.
He said he wasn't sure how much
the weather-observation station will
cost, but the FAA has budgeted
$2.6 million for 21 such stations.
The Owensboro station will have
a telephone number and a Web
site for checking the city's current weather conditions.
"It will include temperatures, sky
conditions, ceiling, precipitation,
wind direction and speed, dew
point and barometric pressure,"
Bradshaw said.
The weather service now estimates precipitation in
ensboro
from a weather-re
ing station
in Henderson.

•Airport ...
From Page 1

funds because if we don't use this
money, it goes back into the fund
The recent overlay of the run- and someone else uses it."
way, taxiway, waterway and ramp
Airport manager Johnny Parkchanged the direction of the flow er informed the board that a
of water in the ditch, but Fain mechanic from Osford Avionics
said the repairs will begin as soon who has been hired to do repair
All subscriptions payable in
as the airport receives the go- work on the airport's runway lights
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
and automated weather observaahead.
week
"This is going to be an asset tion system has had the necessary
1 month
S6.501 6 months S37.50
and help us solve any future prob- parts to do the work but has not
3 months S18.7511 year
S75.00
lems," Fain said. 'The key is get- visited the airport recently to comting the FAA to sign off on the plete the task.
BY MAIL
1 YR. S98.00
The mechanic, who is certified
Mailed in Calloway Co _ Benton Hardin.
Correction Notice
by the FAA, is paid $130 per
Mayfield Sedalia and Farmington. Ky By
month to make a monthly inspecmail to other destinations, price is S85 DC
Per year
tion. The board decided to write
the mechanic a letter requiring him
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon except Sundays July 4,
to make the repairs in 30 days or
Thanksgiving Day. Christmas Day an^.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
the airport would hire 'someone
New Years Day. Periodicals postage pain
EVENING
else.
This week's Sears insert
at Murray KY POSTMASTER Senc
Pick 3:
MIDDAY
"(The mechanic) told me he
address changes to THE MURRAv
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2-6-4
Pick 3:
LEDGER AND TIMES, PO Box 1040
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the front cover but inadverPick 4:
Murray KY 42071-1040
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0-4-0-5
Pick 4:
MISS YOUR PAPER?
way lights for me for 20-someCash 5:
dates.
The
sale
dates
for
8-4-7-0
odd
years without a contract,"
Call the circulation dept. between
9-11-22-25-31
this insert are Thursday.
500-6.00 p.m Monday-Friday or 4 30Parker said.
5 p m Saturday at 753-1916
April
20th
through
In other business, the board
Sponsored By:
Murray Ledger & T.rnes iUSPS 308-7001
Saturday. April 22. We
decided to temporarily waive the
Murray Ledger & Times is a rnernuer ot the
products and completed operations
apologize for any inconAssociated
Press
Kentucky _ Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
insurance payments for Cardinal
venience this may cause
Publishers Association Tne Associated
0.,, ,, .., ,,,, '
Aviation mechanic Ernie lirak, who
,...i-, 0
, Origrnat,
1 1 ,0'1'
,rIPW,
our customers.
has a lease with the airport to use
its facility.
Jirak's yearly liability premiums increased from $4,100 to
$8,400 in one year. To adjust for
by
fi,•..•V
Open
increasing insurance costs and allow
Professional Groomer. Paula Campbell
Monday
By Appointment Only
for competition, the board also
thru
‘
t 44 ,.c....
agreed to look into amending the
(270) 753-6749
Friday 8-5
—
airport's rules and regulations
regarding its standard requirements
for use of its maintenance facili1271 Itobert,on Rd. South
ties.
Parker noted that the airport
spent $775 for renovations to the
pilots' lounge, while Fain explained
that the new $775 handicap-accessible ramp allows the airport to
be a voting site for county elections.
Also, the board is waiting for
funding on a substance called
"white concrete" which will
improve the condition of the pavement outside the hangars and prevent water from entering the hanger interiors.
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annex.
Workers have already begun
creating offices in the building.
Elkins said.
In other matters Tuesday, the
court approved a resolution declaring various road department equipment and vehicles surplus.
It also authorized Elkins to
advertise that the items are surplus and to accept sealed bids for
them.

a contingency fund and using the
$100,000 earmarked for this fiscal year for Miller Courthouse
Annex repairs.
The court's decision to buy the
building came on the heels of an
environmentalist found high levels of mold in the department's
basement offices March 6. declared
the area an unsafe work area and
recommended it be renovated or
sealed off.
The county closed the basement
offices and temporarily relocated
them across South Fourth-Maple
intersection to the courthouse

Hatchett .

••

From Page 1
co-ops being audited. P.D. Partners provides professional development for educators, Crisp said.
In his letter to Hatchett, Noland
said "you have my assurance" that
excess money will be returned to
the General Fund at the end of
this fiscal year.
As for dealings with the Atlantabased National Faculty, the department violated the state's procurement code by not having a contract, Hatchett said.
The law requires the Finance
Cabinet to approve contracts for
services, and the General Assembly, through an oversight committee, to review them.
Instead, money to pay The

National Faculty was routed through
four separate co-ops and the Elizabethtown Independent school district in 1999. Elizabethtown Superintendent Paul Upchurch said he
was unaware of the payment,though
his hiring, in July 1998, predated
the transaction as Hatchett described
it.
Cody ran The National Faculty's New Orleans regional office
before becoming Kentucky's education commissioner in 1995.
That "raises the question of
whether a conflict of interests influenced" the department's dealings
with the organization, Hatchett's
report said.
Cody resigned as commissioner in December.

City man,juvenile charged
in forgery attempt at bank
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray police have charged a
North Fourth Street man and his
17-year-old girlfriend with forgerypossession charges for,allegedly
trying to cash a check written on a
Murray man's account.
Carlos Ray Kidd, 20, and the
girl, who is from Hazel, are
charged with one count each of
criminal possession of a forged instrument. Kidd remained in the
Calloway County Jail Wednesday
morning pending establishment of
bond; the girl was taken to the
McCracken County Detention Center in Paducah.
Peoples Bank (North Branch)
employees notified the police when
the girl allegedly tried to cash a
counter check, a blank check available at a bank counter in which the
figures and account numbers are
added, Tuesday afternoon, a police
press release said.
The check contained the account
number of Don Hellkamp of South
Fifth Street, but police are unsure
where Kidd and the girl got that information, according to Detective
Sgt. Eddie Rollins.
The investigation is ongoing,
Rollins said.
Elsewhere, Calloway County
sheriff's officials have charged
David P. Gupton, 42, of JonesSparkman Road, with driving while
under the influence after his truck
was found burning on the side of
the road early Wednesday morning.
The sheriffs department was
notified about the vehicle fire on
Jones-Sparkman Road at 1:17 a.m.,
according to the sheriffs log. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was

then notified.
A sheriffs officer later found
Gupton down the road, the citation
report said. Gupton said the truck
was his and that it had caught fire
while he was driving down the
road, the citation said.
After the officer noticed Gupton
smelled of alcohol, he gave Gupton
three sobriety tests, which he reportedly failed. Gupton later said
he had had two beers, the citation
said.
Gupton remained in jail
Wednesday morning pending the
setting of bond.
In other sheriffs department reports, Kenneth Hathcock, 18, of
East Y Subdivision, was arrested
Monday and charged with two
counts of third-degree burglary.
Hathcock is accused of being involved in the March 3 break-in at
North Side Farms in which $4,000
worth of items, mainly tools, were
taken.
He remained in jail Wednesday
in lieu of a $2,500 bond.

Woman in
evolution flap
leaves agency

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Department of Education official
involved in a flap over evolution
is leaving the agency.
Linda Houghton, associate commissioner for academic and professional development, resigned
after her contract was not renewed.
Her boss, Deputy Commissioner Gene Wilhoit, said Houghton
"by mutual agreement is going to
pursue other professional opportunities."
Houghton was not a "good fit"
County offices will close at
in
the department, but no specifnoon Friday in observance of the
ic
incident led to her departure,
state's recognized spring holiday.
Wilhoit said.
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Elsewhere, the court approved
two personnel appointments by
Elkins - Robert W. Rodgers(deputy
jailer) and Kenny Travis (road
department). Both will be full-time
employees.
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Minister opposes firing oflesbian
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would rectify an injustice "based
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Paul sor at a suburban Louisville home ident of the Kentucky Baptist Conbad morals and faulty theoloon
takfor
them
commend
"1
vention.
a
for emotionally disturbed children.
Simmons hopes the timing of
gy."
Her dismissal by Baptist Homes ing a stand that I believe is right,
lawsuit against Kentucky Baptist
Seminary President R. Albert
Homes for Children for firing a came after agency employees saw for what I believe is biblical."
Jr. said Tuesday he was
Mohler
with
affiliated
Homes,
Baptist
fellow
a picture of Pedreira and her partlesbian social worker spurs
Southern Baptists ill
confident
Baptists to reflect on attitudes ner in a photo contest at the Ken- the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
"clear teaching of scripthe
by
stand
shelters
children's
eight
toward gays.
tucky State Fair. Pedreira said the operates
ture."
state.
the
across
ranches
youth
and
BapThe suit challenging the
photo was entered without her
"The Bible is unambiguous in
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FROM OUR READERS
Fire department
responded quickly
Dear Editor:
On my return from local shopping recently. I
was surprised to see a substantial grass fire burning on my property at 402 Chestnut St.
A call to 911 brought immediate results, and
fire equipment and personnel were at the scene
within minutes and the fire was extinguished.
We Murray citizens should be very thankful for
the protection of a capable and professional fire
department equipped with effective machines and
manned by superb firemen.
My thanks for a quick job well done and to
the persons who made it so.
Gaylord T. Forrest, Capt. USN (ret.)
P.O. Box 850
Murray, KY 42071

Court to make
abortion decision
Dear Editor:
On April 25, the U.S. Supreme Court will be
rendering another landmark decision that is literally a matter of life and death.
The future of our nation will be immensely
affected by these nine justices when they render
their decision regarding partial-birth abortion.
A. many are aware, this issue has been debated in our national legislature since 1996. Congressional votes and polls of the people have confirmed that this barbaric procedure known as partial-birth abortion is not supported by the majority in our nation.
However, our president has twice vetoed the
partial-birth abortion ban. And so, the killing continues.
Sadly, even with the heated debate, the majority of citizens are unaware of how this procedure
is done. Below is a description based on ample
testimony and medical information of partial-birth
abortion.
"The partial-birth abortion procedure is used

after 20 weeks of pregnancy - often during the
last three months of pregnancy. Guided by ultrasound, the abortionist grabs the baby's leg with
forceps and turns the baby in the womb. The baby
Is then 'delivered' feet first with the baby's entire
body, except for the top of the head, being outside of the mother.
"The abortionist then thrusts scissors into the
back of the baby's skull. The scissors are opened
to enlarge the hole for the insertion of a suction
device. The child's brain and brain matter are
sucked out causing the skull to collapse. The dead
baby is then fully removed from the mother."
Medical experts have testified before Congressional committees that this procedure is never medically necessary and that the majority of these
abortions (80 percent) are "purely elective."
These procedures are not "rare" either, as some
have said. One doctor alone testified that he performed over 2,000 of these procedures in 1995.
Despite the political battle, those of us who are
believers in God know that the issue goes much
deeper than legislation. Partial-birth abortion is a
reflection of the moral collapse oft our culture. It
is a spiritual battle.
In fact, partial-birth abortion is not really new.
In Exodus 1:15-17, the King of Egypt ordered the
killing of the baby Hebrew boys as they were
being delivered. It goes on to say that the midwives "feared God" and did not follow those
orders.
During this time, God brought forth a great
leader for the Israelite nation, whose name was
Moses.
Various Christian leaders have asked that Americans join them in a day of prayer and fasting on
April 25 as the Supreme Court decides on this
issue. We would like to encourage you to join us
in this day of prayer and fasting. We would also
like to invite you to join us for group prayer at
LifeHouse at noon on that day.
If anyone would like more information on partial-birth abortion, contact LifeHouse at 753-0700.
We have brochures, pamphlets, news releases, etc.
available to the public.
Angie Wyatt, Executive Director
LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center
1506 Chestnut St.
Murray, KY 42071

America's library at 200
WASHINGTON (AP) — As an
idea goes, this one was small caliber, just one of many administrative details that Congress had
before it in the spring of 1800 as
it prepared to move to a new capital city.
The seed of the idea that would
become the Library of Congress
lay in the fact that while there
were sufficient libraries in Philadelphia. where the U.S. government
had resided for a decade, there
were none in Washington. where
the government would soon be.
That the library would grow
into a pre-eminent world institution was beyond imagination.
On April 24. 1800. President
John Adams approved an appropriation of $5,000 to purchase
"such hooks as may be necessary
for the use of Congress."
Books. mostly on history, etonomics and law, were ordered from
London. They arrived in 1801 and
sere shelved in the new U.S.
Giapitol. The collection consisted
ot just 740 xolumes and three
maps.
Next Monday, millions of books
and much hiqory later, the Library
of congress celebrates its 200th
anni‘er.ar, as an institution that
grew. in the words of one of its
biographers. into "a symbol of
American democracy and faith in
the power of learning."
The celebration includes a major
exhibition,"Thomas Jefferson," featuring the first-ever reassembly of
Jefferson's 1815 library in one
place, arranged by the system he
devised.
commemorative stamp and
two coins will be issued.
A new Web site for families,
"America's Library." will be introduced.
When it still amounted to little more than a few hooks on a
few shelves the library had the
good fortune to capture the interA

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY
LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
est of the one American with perhaps more interest in books than
any other.
"I cannot live without books
...." Thomas Jefferson wrote in
1815.
As president in 1802. Jefferson
approved the first law setting out
the role and functions of the new
library.
While the law gave Congress
the authority to set the library's
budget, it awarded the appointment .of the Librarian of Congress
to the president.
That gave the new institution
a government-wide reach.
In August 1814, an invading
British army intervened.
It seized Washington and burned
the White House and the Capitol.
The Library of Congress, which
by then had about 3,000 volumes,
was destroyed.
With one act, Jefferson became
the founder of the Library of Congress as it now exists.
"I learn from the newspapers
that the vandalism of our enemy
has triumphed at Washington over
science as well as the arts, by the
destruction of the public library with
the noble edifice in which it was
deposited," Jefferson wrote in a
letter that September.
By then retired to his home at
Monticello, Jefferson offered Congress the opportunity to buy his
private library which then totaled
nearly 6.500 volumes.
The purchase was approved.
The price was almost $24,000.
Acquiring Jefferson's books was
a step in that direction.
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It offered the Library of Congress the chance of establishing a
comprehensive, universal collection.
When delivered in a caravan
of horse-pulled wagons, Jefferson's
library expanded the breadth of
the collection dramatically.
It added books on architecture,
the arts, science, literature and geography.
"He believed that the American legislature needed ideas and
information on all subjects and in
many languages in order to govern a democracy," writes library historian John Y. Cole in "Jefferson's
Legacy, A Brief History of the
Library of Congress."
Anticipating the argument that
his collection might be too comprehensive. Jefferson argued that
there was "no subject to which a
member of Congress may not have
occasion to refer."
At Monticello, his hilltop home
in Virginia. Jefferson quickly began
to restock his own empty shelves,
telling John Adams that now he
was retired from public life he
was reading more for amusement
and pleasure than for practical use.
By the time he died in 1826,
he had more than 1,000 volumes.
The institution he rescued also
never stopped collecting.
"Jefferson gave us the rationale for today's library," says Cole
who is also director of the Library's
Center for the Book.
"Today the library is a world
library," he said. "We serve the
world and we collect the world."

Letter policy...
Letters must

be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky.42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or emailed to mlt@murfilykdger.com
•

Watch those votes

During the past few months,
some votes taken by various governmental entities have caused me
to raise my eyebrows.
From time to time, we have to
exercise our watchdog function and
provide some education regarding
openness in meetings. We apply
this watchdog function to ALL
from the floor for Bill Bailey as
boards we cover.
chairman. A written vote was then
The topic today is voting.
A 1991 Office of the Attor- taken regarding the chairman posiney General Opinion, which car- tion. The result was a 5-2 deciries the force of law, specifies that sion for Bailey.
a public body cannot vote by secret
The minutes reflect this action:
ballot and its minutes must indi- "Secret ballot was taken with the
cate how each member voted on results being Bill Bailey five votes,
the issue.
Robert Williams two votes."
Locally, that would pertain to
If any lesson is to be learned
a vote taken recently by the Mur- from this, it is that our elected
ray City Council.
officials must be accountable to
The city council had three the public.
options for a vacant slot on the
•••
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
"If you don't want it printed,
Board.
don't let it happen" is the motto
Rather than using a voice vote, for Colorado's Aspen Daily News.
council members marked their'
When I came across it in this
selection on a written ballot.
month's American Journalism
While this method of voting Review, I thought it was an approdoes protect the delicate sensibil- priate response to those who have
ities of those who didn't win, it called to complain lately about
casts a shadow upon the public's our crime reporting.
right to know.
It's amazing how many calls
In any election, there are win- the paper gets following publicaners and losers.
tion of the grand jury proceedOur elected officials must be ings.
comfortable accepting responsibilWe field calls that either beg
ity for their votes. If not, they us to keep the names out of the
shouldn't be in public office.
paper (which I won't do) or threatAnd those who are seeking en to sue us once we do.
board positions must also be aware
For the record, we (and even
that once their names are up for someone off the street) have access
consideration, it becomes a pub- to details involving crimes comlic matter - win or lose.
mitted in our community.
Yet the city council is not alone
That includes the names (except
regarding the secret ballot issue.
for juveniles), type of crime comThe Murray-Calloway County mitted and the subsequent
punParks Board also treaded into secret ishment. We even have access
to
ballot territory with a vote on a the mug shots if we want to
pubnew chairman.
lish them.
The nominating committee preUnder our current policy, we
sented a slate of officers to the publish felony arrests and
wrecks
board, which included Dr. Rob with injuries.
Williams as chairman, Bill Bailey
We generally don't print misas vice chairman, Ed Davis as demeanor offenses unless
the crime
secretary and Joe Dale Curd as happens to be something
out of
treasurer.
the ordinary or involves a public
Danny Hudspeth made a motion official.

We do publish DUls when they
involve a wreck with injuries or
if there are unusual circumstances.
(A rule of thumb in journalism
school is if a dog bites a man,
it's not news; but when a man
bites a dog, it is news.)
However, we are discussing making changes to the policy, which
would mean publishing more
offenses.
While this would undoubtedly
increase the complaints, it would
also provide a greater public service.
I recently spoke with a local
law enforcement official regarding
our policy.
He had questioned the fact that
we hadn't printed a drug arrest
because it was a misdemeanor
offense.
His point was that even though
it was a misdemeanor offense, this
person's neighbors probably would
appreciate knowing that they had
a drug user - and a suspected
drug dealer - in their midst.
Do people even consider the consquences of their actions? Is the
knowledge that their actions will
be printed in the newspaper a
deterrent?
I would welcome feedback
regarding our crime reporting policy.
Even though I don't think we
will ever return to the days where
we published traffic infractions such
as running a stop sign or speeding, I think the time has come to
broaden the scope of what we
print.
With more efforts in place to
curb the increase of drug/alcohol
use among our teens, it might be
beneficial to have a more liberal
policy in regard to drug/alcohol
arrests.

Gore stands by tome

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
book that critics say made Al Gore
green with environmental extremism is being recycled in the midst
of his presidential election campaign, and he's not backing down
from the views that gave Republicans almost a decade of ammunition.
Indeed, in a new introduction
to "Earth in the Balance," Gore
tells opponents "let me save you
the trouble of reading the entire
book" and points them to the pages
where he advocates the elimination of the internal combustion
engine, bread and butter of the
U.S. auto industry, in 25 years.
"It is possible, it needs to be
done; it will create jobs, not destroy
jobs," writes the vice president
and Democratic presidential candidate."I'm proud that I wrote those
words in 1992, and I reaffirm them
today."
He says he never proposed getting rid of cars, but the development of new types of cars that
won't hurt the environment.
Automakers themselves are racing
to perfect alternatives to internal
combustion, he says.
The Republican National Committee uses the book as favorite
fodder. It routinely dredges up
Gore's thoughts on auto engines
when he ventures near Detroit.
GOP presidential candidate George
W. Bush has also taken a few
swipes, saying recently that Gore
should explain some of the views
in the book. Bush admitted he
hadn't read it.
"We hope that every American
will read 'Earth in the Balance,'
... Al Gore's extremist manifesto,"
said RNC spokesman Mark Pfeifle "It will make him a rich, best-

ANALYSIS
TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
selling author but make sure he'll
never be president."
"Earth in the Balance," released
as Gore was switching from a
Senate career to presidential politics as Bill Clinton's running mate,
turned into a hot seller and cemented his reputation as an environmentalist with a world view.
In the new foreword, Gore says
that his early warnings about global warming have not only held up
to scrutiny but were ahead of their
time. The vice president later was
crucial in negotiating the Kyoto
accord on greenhouse gases.
"When I wrote this book, terms
like 'global warming' and 'greenhouse gases' seemed exotic, unfamiliar and unimportant to the lives
of ordinary Americans," Gore says
now. "That has changed dramatically — except for those who still
want to pretend that no one cares."
Bush opposes the Kyoto treaty.
Publisher Houghton Mifflin said
the introduction was the only
change in the edition being released
this week for Earth Day's 30th
anniversary, meaning the ideas that
created the most fuss remain in
the book.
Critics have quoted some passages relentlessly to portray Gore
as an overwrought nay-sayer, such
as his assertion that saving the
environment should be civilization's
"central organizing principle" and
his depiction of society as essen-

tially "dysfunctional" because of
what it has done to the Earth.
He wrote that automobiles were
"posing a mortal threat to the security of every nation that is more
deadly than that of any military
enemy we are ever again likely
to confront."
And he cited signs of "an environmental holocaust without precedent," contending "today the evidence of an ecological Kristallnacht is as clear as the sound of
glass shattering in Berlin."
Even so, Gore has not pitched
some of the book's prescriptions
in this campaign, such as the "virgin materials fee" that he said in
1992 should be levied on paper
mills that use freshly cut trees and
on other manufacturers using nonrenewable raw material.
The new foreword appears to
modulate what appears later in the
book in one respect.
John Baden, contributing editor
of "Environmental Gore," a book
critical of "Earth in the Balance,"
said Gore may well be right about
the internal combustion engine and
was ahead in seeing global warming as a political issue.
But Gore "seems not capable
of thinking on the marg,ini,"-Baden
said from Bozeman, Mont. "His
lack of appreciation of economic
analysis and risk analysis is intellectually disturbing."

HOW TO REACH YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS
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U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

I73A %mil Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
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QUESTION: My teen daughter, Cynthia, and I have incredible fights sometimes. No one has
ever gotten to me in quite the
way she can. We actually yell at
each other when these battles are
going on. How unusual is that
kind of conflict between mothers
and daughters? And is there hope
for us?
DR. DOBSON: Unfortunately,
it is very common. Many psychologists have described a "thing"
that occurs between some mothers and teen-age daughters. Even
though they love each other, the
friction between them can generate a lot of heat.
It probably results from a ohenomenon that has been called "two
women in the kitchen" - a kind
of natural competitiveness that
occurs between females in the family. It can also be caused by a
mother's inability to cope with an
extremely difficult and antagonistic kid.
Whatever the source, it can
make life unpleasant for several
years. I know women who would
give their lives for their daughters, yet they say with fire in their
eyes, "I don't even like her very
much right now." That appears to
be what you and your teen-ager
are experiencing at this time.
Is there hope for a better relationship in years to come? Yes, I
believe you will overcome it. Getting Cynthia through adolescence
and into adulthood will change
everything. I wouldn't be surprised
if she didn't become one of your
best friends down the road. So.
take heart. A better day is coming.
QUESTION: But what can we
do in the meantime? How can I
deal with this wildcat who lives
under my roof?
DR.DOBSON: Before I answer,
tell me what your husband's relationship with Cynthia is.
QUESTION: It's very good. She
doesn't pull the same stuff on him
that she does with me. What are
you getting at?
DR. DOBSON: He may hold
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the key to the tension in your
home. Fathers can play a valuable role as peacemakers and mediators at a time like this. They can
help you ventilate anger and find
acceptable compromises where they
are appropriate. Cynthia may listen to her dad.
When teen-agers are greatly irritated with one parent, they will
sometimes seek to draw closer to
the other. It's like a nation at war
that seeks supportive allies. If
fathers are favored in that way,
they can calm the troubled waters
and keep two women from killing
each other. Without this masculine influence, routine skirmishes
can turn into World War III.
** ** **
QUESTION: How early in life
is a child capable of making a
strong-willed stand in defiance
against his or her parents?
DR. DOBSON: Depending on
the temperament of the individual, defiant behavior can be displayed by very young children. A
father once told me of taking his
3-year- old daughter to a basketball game. The child was, of course.
interested in everything in the gym
except the athletic contest.
The father permitted her to roam
freely and climb on the bleachers, but he set up definite limits
regarding how far she could stray.
He took her by the hand and
walked with her to a stripe painted on the gym floor. "You can
play all around the building. Janie,
but don't go past this line." he
instructed her.
Dad had no sooner returned to
his seat than the toddler scurried
in the direction of the forbidden
territory. She stopped at the bor-

Tennessee executes first
death row inmate in 40 years
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Tennessee executed child killer
Robert Glen Coe by injection on
Wednesday, the first person to be
put to death in the state in 40
years.
Coe, 44, was executed for the
1979 rape and murder of an 8year-old girl.
Tennessee was the only Southern state that has not executed
anyone since the U.S. Supreme
Court reinstated the death penalty
in 1976. The last execution in
Tennessee was in 1960.
In the last month, Coe had
twice come within 16 hours of being
executed. Both times, federal courts
blocked his execution so they could
review his mental competence. A
federal appeals court found him
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mentally competent and the U.S.
Supreme Court denied his latest
appeal on Tuesday.
A state Supreme Court gave the
final approval for. the execution
early Wednesday, overruling a lower
court that had issued a temporary
injunction over the execution
method.
Coe's case has been in the legal
system for more than 20 years
since he confessed to raping and
killing Cary Ann Medlin in Greenfield in western Tennessee.
Some religious leaders had condemned the Tennessee Supreme
Court for scheduling the execution during the holiest week on
the Christian calendar and at the
beginning of the Jewish Passover.

der for a moment, then flashed a
grin over her shoulder to her father
and deliberately placed one foot
over the line as if to say, "Whacha
gonna do about it?" Virtually every
parent the world over has been
asked the same question at one
time or another. That's the way
some kids are made.
•* •• **
Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit organization Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Pnce

Chg.

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
PRESCHOOL SCREENING

Dose Jones Ind. Avg. -10694.20 - 73.22
Air Products
29'.+'.
AT&T
Bell South
482
Briggs & Stratton
17%
Bristol Myers Sguibb....651. +'.
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler ....62% Dean Foods
+
Exxon-Mobil
77'.+
Firstar
26+.
Ford Motor
General Electric
154'.. 1'.
General Motors
87'. -‘.
29..',.
Goodrich
Goodyear
28% -',.
Doffed Banks
lOp.B 11 A
IBM
106'. - 5'.
Ingersoll Rand
43
Intel
122'. - 61%.
Kroger
176..
L(; & F
22% unc
Lucent Tech
63'. + 4
„,,
Mattel
Li
Is
McDonalds
.
326
Merck
+'.
Microsoft
79'1 IC% Penney
13'. unc
Pfizer. Inc.
40 +..
Quaker Oats
62.
Schering-Plough
40.+1.
Sears
+ I.
Texaco
50.11+%
Time Warner
90 + 1.
• Union Planters
29
UST
16".+`.
t
c4i,. +*.
Wal-Mart

Friday, April 28, 2000 • 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Monday, May 1, 2000 • 4:00 P.M. - 6:30 P.M.
This screening is available for three (3) and tour (4).year old
children and children who will he three (3) by October 1, 2000.
To make an appointment or for information regarding preschool
or this screening CALL 762-3262
Conferences will be held on the day of the screening to share results. This screening is being
held in conjunction with the Murray Elementary School I'l/k Screening
Murray Preschool Head Start is accredited by the National Association of Educatioli

Come see our

See all the features loaded on the

ALL Lawn II Garden On Sale
3 DAYS ONLY!
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
April 20-22
MURRAY

SEARS

HILLIARD
LYONS
SINCE 1(1541

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart
912 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-2310
Store Hours: Sun.12-5: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

( ii Bc,t f,p stiocot Is lOo.

•
'JJ.8 Naiad, W.L. Lyons, hie •lisnitw NYSE and Sec

Please Ve Our guest...

Crandall W. Harrell

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Hear Christ Proclaimed
April 23rd - 28th
David Dann

EVERYONE IS WELCOME...
BRING YOUR BIBLE AND LET US REASON TOGETHER...
TRUTH DOES NOT FEAR INVESTIGATION...
DONT LET SOMEONE ELSE DO YOUR THINKING FOR YOU!!
.4
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CRAFTSMAN

Lawn & Garden Tractors

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

CRAFTSMAN

Deluxe Lawn Tractor!

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - pnce unchanged

DEATHS
Crandall W. Harrell, 32, Wilkins Road, Benton, died Monday. April
17, 2000. at 12:20 p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
A product integrity engineer, he was employed by Mattel of Murray. Mr. Harrell received his bachelor of science in engineering from
Murray State University and was a member of Purchase Area Antique
Tractor Club.
His grandfather, Eukley Harrell, preceded. him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jenny Harrell; his parents, Randall and Beverly Harrell, Benton; his grandparents, Fredrick Henry
Doom and Grace Doom, Paducah, and Mrs. Helen Harrell, Benton.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at New Zion Baptist Church.
The Rev. Royce Dukes and the Rev. C.C. Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Zion Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 4 p.m.
today (Wednesday), and will be at the church after 11 a.m. Thursday.

ILAFAIrit,

Sunday A.M. Bible Study

10:00 A.M.

Sunday A.M. Worship

10:50 A.M.

Sunday P.M. Worship

6:00 P.M.

Monday thru Friday

lAurrry H S

Wen Murray Fluridars

7:30 P.M.
Robley Dr

WEST MURRAY
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY.
Take 94 West(Main St.) to Doran Rd., turn left, go past Murray High School - 4th Street on left is Holiday Dr
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Today
Clinton wins pageant
Amber Elizabeth Clinton of
Murray won honors at the Miss
Tennessee Charm. Inc. Spring
Pageant at Huntingdon, Tenn.
Clinton won overall most beautiful in the 0-5 age 'category. She
also received a four-foot trophy.
_ crown. satin banner, roses and a
director's gift. She was also named
third alternate in her age division,
most photogenic and best personHer picture will be featured on
the Miss Tennessee Charm, Inc.,
website, at http://fly.to/tncharm
under the link headed "Look here
for April 9. 2000 Beautiful winners. ,
Clrn-ton is now eligible to compete in the Miss tinernational
Charm Pageant to held this summer.
She is the 5-year-old daughter

JO
'
S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen

Today Editor
Another of our Murray people to be watching for on television is Stephen (Brett) Porter who will be featured on Showtime television on April 23 at 7 p.m. and again on April 26 at
9:15 p.m.
The program is titled "The True Story of Fanny Kemble,"
and Brett plays the part of a slave overseer. The program stars
Jane Seymour and Keith Carradine.
Porter, son of Margaret Boone of Murray and the late Rev.
William Porter, is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and
a graduate of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Brett has pursued his acting career since his college graduation. He has played parts on many of the soap operas, and
"Matlock," "The Golden Girls," "L.A. Law" and many others.
He has made movies and played in live theatre including man)
Shakespearean plays.

AMBER E. CLINTON
of Tony and Lis,a Clinton and the
granddaughter of Harold and Peggy
Shoemaker, all of Murray.

Sykes named winner
Bre Sykes of Murray has been
named a national award Winner
in English by the United States
Achie‘ement Academy.
Sykes. a student at Murray Middle School. was nominated for
this award by his teacher. Debbie
Bell.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Sykes is the daughter of Amy
Sykes and Mike Sykes, both of
Murray.

vthq

momei
Improvement
Custom Blinds
°AT!
Everyday!

ss.is

Farley-Blalock vows
will be said on May 27

BRE SYKES

8/R776, 4/[00/AV
64/KEN4- 773
C/ITCI-Mil TI/E
MTE77711/ 77-/E
ZENE,e

of StyliSh home

accessories!

MURRAY
519 South I 2th Street
Next to Days Inn
270-753-7575
Vtsit our websae www wallpaperforless.com

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at Lisa's
Studio in Puryear. Tenn. Lisa Green will speak about her photography business. Marla Thompson will give the devotion. Hostesses
will be Sandra Gallimore, Marylin Liddle and Sharon Ray.

Shannon Farley and Adam Blalock

New selection

Wall aper

Hazel club to meet Thursday

is pleased to have
these couples join our
bridal registry.
Emily Helton
& Michael Carr
Anita Brewer
& Tommy Cunningham
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
Sat. 10-2 p.m., Closed Sun.
418 Main St., Murray
767-9596

Diana and Gary Darnell and Dickie and Joanne Farley-. all of
Murray. announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their
daughter, Shannon Keys Farley. to Adam Nelson Blalock.
son of Don
and Barbara Blalock of .Murray.
\II,. Farley is the granddaughter of Mrs, Lola McClai
n and the
late Brady McClain and of Pete Farley and the late Verna
Farley, all
of Murray.
Mr. Blalock is the grandson of Mrs. Robbie Crouse and
the late
Laverne Crouse and of Mrs. Blanche Blalock and
the late Nelson
Blalock, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Murray State Univers
ity. She
is employed by the West Kentucky Educational Cooper
ative.
The groom-elect will be a May 2000 graduate of Murray
State
lThiversity and is .a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fratern
ity. He is
employed by Baptist Family Fitness. Calvert City.
The wedding ‘+. ill be Saturday. May 27. 2000. at 6 p.m.
at First
Christian Church. Murray.
All relan,es and friends are invited to attend the weddin
g.

Wrather hosts
traveling exhibit
Wrather West Kentucky Museum on the campus of Murray State
University is hosting the traveling exhibit: "Black Women"
Achievements Against All Odds,"
through April 24.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Historical Society, the exhibit features 18 women and mentions
more than 100 others who have
made significant contributions to
American history "against the
odds."
The exhibit was prepared originally by the Smithsonian Institution's Anacostia Neighborhood

Museum in Washington. D.C. the
traveling version of the exhibit,
distributed by the Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition
Service, has been extremely popular all across the country. noted
Kate Reeves, manager of the local
museum.
Wrather Museum is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m. to I p.m. All exhibits are
open to the public at no charge.
For more information call 7624771.
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PROGRAMS FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN

Hurry! Call Today!

767-0780

Pet Therapy will start Thursday at 3 p.m. in the parking
lot of
Calloway County Public Library. Participants and their
pets will
then visit the residents of West View Nursing Home and
the Long
Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Summer registration planned

Summer registration for Kids Company at Murray Elemen
tary
School and Murray Middle School is now in progress
and will
continue through May 26. Persons may register from
2:30 to 6
p.m. at Murray Elementary School cafeteria and from 3
to 6 p.m.
at Murray Middle School.

Mom and Me meeting today

Mom and Me, a new group for moms and their babies, is
meeting today (Wednesday) from 1:15 to 2:15 p.m. in the nursery
area
of First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray
. This
is an informational chat geared for the under 2 age group.
For
information call 762-7333 or 759-1510.

Special event at Hardin

An All Country Band and Country Dance is held each
Thursday from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. at the Hardin Community Center.
No
alcohol is allowed. For more information contact David
Myers at
1-270-527-3457.

MES Council will meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council
will meet Thursday at 4 p.m. in the guidance office.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

1205B Stadium View Dr.,1Iurrm; ki
&skit! Hong Kong Rolaurant1
Walk•In,11aomt,

Nominations for the two parent representatives on the
North
Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
are now
being accepted. the deadline ot submit any nominee is May
I. All
nominations must be submitted to the school office no later
than
3:30 p.m. on May I. alternative means of entry or late nomina
tions will prohibit your names from appearing on the ballot.
The
voting will be conducted in the school cafeteria on May
I I from
3 to 6:30 p.m.

Amy Houston

Send a basket of Easter joy this year.

Hair Designer/Cosmetologist

A unique gift that's sure to please. Choose from several
prearranged baskets, or fill your own for a special person
al
touch.

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
305 N 12th St. • University Square • Murray

10th & Arcadia, Murray, KY
753-0921 • 753-6909 Fax
New Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-2
April 17-21, 8-5
Call or Fax Order 24 Hours A Day
We Ship UPS
Local Delivery
Available

I

ME

Call or visit today and discover hundreds of gift
basket
options. There's a basket for every price range!

V

4?)

Murray Family YMCA Co-ed Softball Tournament will be
Friday and Saturday. This is a double elimination tournament.
Team
rosters must be turned in by today (Wednesday). For informa
tion
call Brenda McGarvey at the YMCA. phone 759-9622.

Baskets

Jr

/S

North taking nominations

FREE
CONSULTATION
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Pet Therapy on Thursday

Scout Troop 982, sponsored by the Housing Authority
of
Murray, will have a car wash on Saturday from 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
in front of Super Wal-Mart Tire and Lube entrance.
Proceeds will
be used to purchase uniforms for members of the troop.

We/comes To The Hair Design Team

4}- Hi-Energy Weight Control
,.t
Congratulates
*,fp
Jennifer Green
to.
40- For Successfully Achieving A
-4
80 Pound Weight Loss
-4
4/11/00
Angie Outla

A nev, communit!, ide program is being organized for parents
and children who wish to participate in informal playgroups. This
program, called S.N.A.P. (Support Network and Playgroup) is being
coordinated through First Presbyterian Church. Organizational meetings are scheduled at a variety of times during the weeks of April
23 and April 30. For specific date and time information, call Lore
at 753-8910 or the church office at 753-6460.
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Amy Houston
1205 B Stadium View Dr., Murray, KY
(Beside Hong Kong Restaurant)
Call 767-9500 For Appointment
Walk-Ins Welcome
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SPECIAL TOUR Pictured are members of Creative Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's Club while at the home
of Jack and Janet Wallis for a special tour of his business.

Creative Arts members
take tour of Wallis' place
The 'Creative Arts Department sample doors and special glass
of the Murray Woman's Club met and doors designed for customers,
March 27 at 9:30 a.m. at the club all in the showroom.
house.
Janet Wallis took members on
Toni Hopson,chairman, presided a tour of their home to show the
at a short business meeting. Host- affects of stained glass in a house
esses were Paula Crouse. Norma setting and the special wood carvPaschall and Peggy Shoemaker.
ing moldings and railings by Jack.
The members carpooled to Jack
Attending were Vicky Holton,
Wallis Doors and Stained Glass
Adams. Teresa Butler, Sina
Joanna
in Stella where Anita Nelso gave
Toni Hopson. Lillie
Richardson.
demonstration on techniques in
Knight. Janet WalAnnie
Fuqua.
stained glass.
Jack Wallis,
Simmons,
Jean
lis.
members.
Jack Wallis gave the
a tour of the woodworking part Kay Ray. Norma Paschall and Leah
of the shop and a look at the• Furst.

they really don't look like that.
I am a philistine and my taste
They cost a fortune to build
is in my mouth. Now that we and
another fortune to keep up.
understand one another, let us
A lot of the ceilings are he4dbegin.
cracking low and the rooms (tiny
We've a number of new design to
start with) are so stuffed that
books in this week and after lookyou
don't have room to change
ing at them carefully. I have come your mind,
much less swing a cat.
to two conclusions.
my
all
mind's arguments
An
First, it's amazing what can be are
by the beauty,
away
washed
achieved by the fortunate conthe delicate grace and the quiet
taste
good
junction of reasonably
stateliness of these most wonderand large wads of money.
ful
places. I know better and it
Second. my initial reaction of still
doesn't matter. These houses
material
blatant
disgust at these
are beautiful.
displays of bourgeoisie wealth
come down to "If I had that and
they had a feather in their ear,
we'd both be tickled."
Any of the homes mentioned
in -Getaways: Carefree Retreats For
All Seasons" by Chris Casson
Mr. and Mrs. David Micheal Burkeen of 311K Walnut Grove Rd..
Madden would do nicely thank
are the parents of a son. Tristin Dale Burkeen. born on ThursBenton,
you.
My brain tells me that these day, April 13, 2000, at 12:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
houses and gardens .are profesThe baby weighed eight pounds II ounces and measured 20 1/2
sionally -dressed" for the photographer, the floors are polished. inches. The mother is the former Mitzi Michelle Jones. A brother is
Austin Burkeen and a sister is Whitney Henson.
the lawn is freshly mowed and
Grandparents are Willie and Brenda Housden. Kenny and Pam Williams,
served.
tea is just about to be
These pictures are the best-day- Johnny and Mary Burkeen, and Jimmy and Leslie Jones.
they-ever-had portraits of places
in the choicest of their finery.
Take them with a grain of salt.
David and Jaymi Tarnowski of Aurora are the parents of a son,
Grant Andrew Tamowski, born in Friday. April 14, 2000, at Jackson
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mrs. Irene Tarnowski and the late Edward Tarnowski of Lake Station, Ind., and the late John and Patt Williams of Lake
Station, Ind., and Providence.

Grant Andrew Tarnowski

Andrew Michael Daniel
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Miller selected
for directory

ow/
.American Heart lki)
Association
.1.0 Stroke

IS A GREAT TIME TO INCREASE YOUR PRYSICAL ACTIVITY.
miniv

Dr. Tom Miller, prolesSot at
Murray State University, has been
selected to be included in a biographical directory published by
Marquis Who's Who, biographical reference publisher of the highest achievers and contributors from
across the country and around the
world.
Miller will be profiled in the
.millennium edition of Who's who
in Medicine and Healthcare.
He was a recent recipient of
the RHR International Award and
the Distinguished PsychologistAward of the Kentucky Pschological Association.

Bridaf
RegistTy
Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Alyson McNutt
bride-elect of
Ben English
join our
bridal registry.
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SUBSCRIBE

FUN & FASHION

Tristin Dale Burkeen

Seth Edward Walker

HOME MEETING - Serving as hostesses for the March meeting of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club
were, from left, Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Lorene Pecararo,
Evelyn Paulson and Mary Gertzen, chairman. The club will
meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house with Robin
Taffler of Main Street Program as speaker. Hostesses will
be Lillian Robertson, Freda Lovett, Winnie Love and Dolly
Lorenz.

jeans.
In reality, these books take a
lot of hours to produce. (Look
for a perfectly placed green apple
giving an exact spot of color on
page 94 of "Getaways." Someone
had to think to put it there.)
Successful designers like Martha
Stewart or Rachel Ashwell have
to make a living running a business just like everyone else does.
It's just that their business is convincing others that they live in a
World of elegant leisure amongst
beautiful settings. It's a tough job
that takes long days of intense
effort. I don't think it's a job I'd
want to have.

BIRTHS

ot of
will
Long
more

meetarea
This
. For

You'll also want to look into
-The Shabby Chic Home" by
Rachel Ashwell. She takes a grungy.
roomy old house in southern California and turns it into a very
nice roomy old house with the
help of a good construction crew
and 40 or 50 gallons of white
paint.
The gardeners get their licks
in too, with Martha Stewart's -Gardening 101." The pictures are great,
the text is easy to read, and there
are a few new projects that you
haven't seen everywhere else. The
book's first rate.
Please note that I have refrained
from making snide remarks about
all the pictures of other people
working hard to get the job done
and one lone picture of Ms. Martha
kneeling by a lilac bush with just
a perfect little smudge of dirt on
the knees of her artistically faded

Mr. and ,Mrs, Bobby Daniel of 895 East Main, Dresden, Tenn.. are
the parents of a son. Andrew Michael Daniel, born on Saturday, Feb.
26. 2000, at 5:23 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The. baby weighed seven pounds four ounces and measured 21
inches. The mother is the former Deborah Anderson. A brother is
Austin Robert.
Grandparents are Bob and Pat Anderson and Bob and Martha
Daniel.

ntary
will
to 6
p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Edward Walker of In Jessica Ln.. Murray. are
the parents of a son, -Seth Edward Walker. born on Friday. April 7,
2000. at 10:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds five ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Bernice Davis. A sister is Tiffany Walker.
Grandparents are Nancy Walker of Hardin, Harvey and Karen Puckett of Dexter and Kincie Davis of Aurora.

Support Relay For Life
May 5th & 6th

The Easter Bunny
Knows to find the
Sweetest Bunnies
for Easter
Shop Vintage Rose!

KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK

Vintage Rose Emporium

The Easter Bann.% is bringing a special Easter Buffet to Ketzlake
this year and you are invited.

Finer Gifts & Bridal Registry

Our New Chef makes the following offering
MENU
Big Fresh Salad Bar
Selections include our crisp cold romaine and iceberg lettuce bowl.
Many condiments and selections of your favorite dressings
Prepared Salads
Fresh Mushroopn with olive oil and spices - tomato, onion, cucumber and
green pepper salad.
Deli Sliced Baked Country Ham. Potato Salad. Homemade Cole Slaw.
and a variety of Relishes
Two New Soup Selections
Homemade Vegetable and Our Chef's Special Offerings
Hot Vegetables
Includes Mashed Potatoes. Broccoli Casserole. Candied Yams.
Green Beans, Collard Greens. Black Beans and Rice.
Black-eyed Peas and Buttered Cut Corn
ENTREES
Carving - Inside Round of Beef- Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Southern Fried Chicken - Turkey and Cornbread Dressing
Roast I.eg of Spring Lamb and Gravy with Mint klly

Easter signifies new hope. new beginnings and promises of renewal for all at
us
We need to convince ourselves to look at
life 111011: positively says psychologist
Michael Mercer, Ph.D., the co-author of
"Spontaneous Optimism... Check out his
steps to cheeriness
I. Focus on what your desire "Happy
people focus on love. relationships. taritly. finances, and the professional life that
they want." Mercer says "They don't
think about how these things might
emilode or never improve."
2. Take action to solve your problems
ASAP. *),Vrite down the specific steps
you need to solve your problem." Mercer
suggests. "Then give yourself a realistic
deadline to complete each task.
3. Hang out with optimists only. The less
you're • surrounded by negative thinkers
the more positive You'll be says Mercer.
Next time your alwas S moaning friend or
co-worker shares a gripe jsk her how she
can osercome it "If vou make them conic
up with solutions, they'll curb then complaints," Mercer adds.
Remember optinnsm is contagious . We
must learn to trust our instincts or "gut
feelings." Learn what it is. Iii.. the place
inside you (picture it in your heart or
stomach area) - where you don't think
about something - you .itisf react. Your gut
instinct is a physical and emotional
response to something that doesn't get
processed through your brain first (If you've ever seen someone walking
toward you and had something inside tells
you to get out of' the was last. that was
souse ever met
your gut talking.Or
someone and had a hunch she was worth
getting to know. that 14.1S your instinct,
tot e a
Take quiet moment when you have a
decision to make, allow yourself a quick
break. Once you arc calm. you may experience a physical inkling that tells you
whether a course of action is right for
you. Practice, surely you may have to
tnake some quick decisions but if you go
enough you should he
with your gut of
lertyo immediately tap into it when neeasbsa
e
This was taken tram an article in
Redbook magaiine from corporate psychologist Carol Gallager. Ph D
So when making a deciSion about what
to wear for Easter or what to serve for
dinner use your gut instinct and be optimistic. Most of the time it will turn out
okay. Who will remember it 100 years
'
from now any
Congratulations to Betty Cameron who
won the silver & crystal necklace & ear
rings at lunch on Friday. Join us this week
so you can See all of the wonderful new
t
arrivals.
Lotssuits, dresses, and pain sets tor
Easter or any occasion. 20-50'; ,,tt rack,
I.B. Diffusion is also 20'.4 on as well as
some Belle Pointe vests and ',Weals:Fs Happy Easter with many blessings for
you. your friends and family. Stay tuned
to next week's fun & fashion report...

Ill South 4th St • 759-2100
On Murray's Court Square

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

The Music Ministry of
Westside Baptist Church
presents

A celebration of the resurrection of Jesus Christ...

"Sc will include Giblet Gravy - Beef Au Jus - Fresh Horseradish
Cranberry Relish and Hot Rolls and Butter
Big Dessert aud_Cheese Table
Includes - Cobblers. Pies. Cakes. Puddings. and Homemade Cookies

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
*Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck $500 Rebate
*Rental Car Discounts (15°. off)
*State Park Hotel Discounts(15°. off)
*Eyeglass Contacts Discounts(600.off)
*Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Mailorder Drug Discount
*A D T Security System Free Installation

Adults $11.95 Children'5.95
All Beverages $1.00
SERVING NOON UNTIL 8:00 P.M.

cross
For the joy set before Hint He walked on toward the

ALSO INCLUDED...
*51.500 Accidental Death Policy
*Free Estate Planning
*Competitive Insurance Products
(Auto Home Farm Health. Life IRAs)

753-4703
110 Smith 4th St met

Only:
Friday, April 21 at 8:00 p.m.• Sunday,April 23 at 8:00 p.m.
Two Performances

Hsi. 68 at 94 on Beautiful Kentucky Lake
In Hardin/Aurora Kentucky

Phone: 1-800-325-0143

efuoge celeilaz z.4e Ii4e4e Iola'/
Murray, Kentucky
Westside Baptist Church • 207 Robertson Road •
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MSU alumni to receive awards
Three Murray State University
alumni have been selected to receive the annual Distinguished
Alumnus Awards presented during
Alumni Weekend, April 28-29.
Dr. Ed Cupp, Arthur W. Fields
and Stephen A. Williams will be
honored during the Alumni and
Friends Banquet at 6 p.m., April
29, in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Cupp is professor of medical entomology and former chairman of
the department of entomology and
plant pathology at Auburn University.
Cupp has conducted extensive
WORKING TOGETHER.. Fifth-graders Leanne Hewlitt and Cal- research for the past two decades
lie Dowdy compare the effectiveness of various types of focused on the vector biology of
insulating material in a science project entered in the Mur- black flies and the control of river
blindness, a major blinding disease
ray Middle School science fair.
of humans.
Until recently, this was the second leading cause of infectious
blindness in the world. Through
Cupp's leadership with a field research team in Africa (Liberia) and
Guatemala during the 1980s, the
group demonstrated the usefulness
of ivermectin to block transmission
The banquet will begin at 6 of the causative agent of this blindMurray State University will
honor the 2000 Distinguished p.m., April 29, in the Curris Center ing disease.
Alumnus recipients and the Distin- Ballroom. Tickets are $15 each.
Cupp received a bachelor or arts
guished Professor at the annual
degree in biology and history from
Alumni and Friends Banquet durMurray State University in 1964
For more information, contact
ing Alumni Weekend activities, the alumni office at(270)762-3001
and the doctorate in entomology
April 28-29.
from the University of Illinois in
or toll free at 1(800)758-8510.
1969.
Cupp's memberships include the
World Health Organization's Expert Advisory Panel on Parasitic
Diseases and the Expert Committee
on Onchocerciasis Control. He also
has served on several review panels
and committees for professional societies, governmental agencies and
international organizations.
Williams has served as president
and chief executive officer of Norton Healthcare since June 1993.
A 1972 graduate of Murray

Alumni banquet
to be held April 29

DR. ED CUPP
State University who received his
bachelor's degree in business, Williams received a master's degree in
healthcare administration from the
University of Minnesota. He helped
develop Norton Healthcare's network of 17 managed-hospitals.
Norton Healthcare, a not-forprofit integrated health care delivery organization in Louisville, Ky..
operates Norton Hospital-Louisville Medical Center, Kosair Chil-

During 1999, Williams served as
the Metro United Way Corporate
Campaign Chair. Williams is also
serving as chair of the newly appointed Workforce Investment
Board and other civic boards and
organizations including the Kentucky Hospital Association and
Greater Louisville.
Fields is president of Crescent
Resources Inc., a business group of
Duke Energy Corporation. He is responsible for all of Crescent's comdren's Hospital, Norton Healthcare mercial and residential developPavilion, Norton Audubon Hospi- ments.
tal, Norton Southwest Hospital,
Crescent Resources Inc. is a real
Norton Suburban Hospital and Nor- estate development, land manageton Spring View Hospital for a total ment and forestry company.
of 2,057 beds.
Formed by Duke Energy, Crescent
Norton Healthcare has some Resources is a leading developer of
8,000 employees and annual reve- residential'communities, office
nues exceeding $700 million.
buildings, hotels and industrial
Recognized nationally as an parks.
authority on health care quality
The Charlotte, N.C., based commanagement, Williams was se- pany creates country club commulected in 1990 by Healthcare Fo- nities, award-winning neighborrum as one of four emerging health hoods, and business and industrial
care leaders in the United States.
parks and shopping centers in major markets spanning a five-state

Preventative Maintenance
AIR CONDITIONING
TUNE-UP
Seg00*

LANDSCAPERS
GARDENERS
HOME OWNERS• NURSERYS

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS

400 ORVIAI/C MATTER
To YOUR SO/1

vqe

•Check your refrigerant
•Check electrical connections
•Wash condenser coils
•Check bearings
•Oil motors
•Clean & inspect drains & drain pans
•Check thermostat
•Replace disposable filter

'Price includes cieanrig suppl•es tax labor. I fiberglass filter, Any neeaed repairs 0.
be billed additional Of't
lo-rri,r Price good witn,- 020 mil+,ri

RANDY THORNTON
Co., INC.
753-8181

Offer good ?tiro 6 30 00

HVAC LICtsfv100158

ARTHUR W. FIELDS

Compost
From The

MSU Organic Pasteurization Plant
MSU N. Farm On N. 16th St.
(270)759-1744

$20+ Tax 1.75 Cubic Yards
Commercial Rates Available
Tuesday Thru Thursday
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Murray State University alumni
will return to their alma mater April
28-29 for the annual Alumni Weekend celebration.
Topping the agenda will be reunions for the classes of 1950 and
1960, with activities for the graduates throughout the weekend.
There will be a class of 1950
Reunion Coffee April 28 at 10:30
a.m. on the third floor of the Curris
Center. The class will gather for a
group photo at 11:15 on the third
floor of the Curris Center and will
then be guests of honor at the
Emeritus Club Luncheon at noon in
the large ballroom. Cost is $12.50
and the public is invited to attend.
The evening will conclude with
Auction 2000 at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom. Items include
weekend trip packages, dinner certificates, sports memorabilia and
more.
Prior to the live auction, a silent
auction in the Curtis Center Small
Ballroom will open from 4-7 p.m.
Admission is free to the silent auction. Live auction tickets are $10
each and will benefit the Alumni
Center fund.

A•041)thi r

The Calloway County Schools will be conducting a screening and registration for children who will
be three or four years of age before October 1, 2000, and will be held at the following location and
times.

region.
Since Fields' tenure, the company has developed approximately
9.5 million square feet of commercial office and industrial space, and
currently has projects under development totaling 1.4 million square
feet in cities such as Charlotte:
Nashville, Tenn.; Tampa, Fla.; and
Atlanta.
The company has continuously
icreased its revenues under Field's
guidance, with 1999 earnings, before interest and taxes, of $176 million compared to $142 million in
1998.
Fields is a member of the Urban
Land Institute Audit Committee,
the National Association of Industrial and Office Properties and a
past member of the MSU College
of Business and Public Affairs
Dean's Advisory Board.
Fields graduated from Murray
State University with a bachelor's
degree in accounting in 1967 and a
master of arts in business administration in 1968.

Alumni to return to
MSU for activities

Aiik.rican Ileafl

Calloway County Preschool/Head Start
Screening and Registration

STEPHEN A. WILLIAMS

JOIN THE FIRM.
F.X ER( I til

A reserved table seating six people can be purchased for $150.
With the reserved table package,
each person receives a key to the
"Nights On The Town" box and a
Reverse Raffle Ticket for a chance
to win up to $1,000.
The "Nights On The Town" box
contains over $460 worth of dinner
certificates to area restaurants. The
Reverse Auction is an added feature this year sponsored by Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan,
Kopperud Realty, Peoples Bank of
Murray. The Murray Bank and Union Planters Bank.
Events scheduled for April 29,
are:.
The Letterwinners Club Meeting
will meet at 8:30 a.m. in the Curris
Center Barkley Room. All varsity
letter winners, cheerleaders and
team managers are invited to attend.
At 1:30 p.m. The MSU Jazz
Band Concert will be held in the
Stables on the first floor of the Curris Center. Admission is free and
the public is invited.
From 4-5:30 p.m. the Class of
1960 will have a reception in the
Dance Lounge of the Curtis Center.
The annual Alumni and Friends
Banquet will be held in the large
ballroom of the Curris Center at 6
p.m. and will feature presentation
of the 2000 Distinguished Alumnus
and the Distinguished Professor
awards. Tickets are $15 each.
For more information, contact
the alumni office at(270)762-3001
or toll free at 1 (800)758-8510.

Quality Home Mortgage

Calloway County Preschool Center
2106-A College Farm Road

HUD Approved Lender
Serving Kentucky & Tennessee

(Located behind Calloway County High School)

FHA • VA • Conventional
Rural Development

Friday, April 21, 2000
Thursday,April 27, 2000
Friday, April 28, 2000
Friday, May 5, 2000

8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

To register your child for the three or four year old Preschool/Headstart program, parents need to
bring the following information.

• Copy of legal birth certificate
*Kentucky Certification of Immunization
• Social security number • Income verification
If these items are not available, cards will be on-site during registration for obtaining the
required documents.

For the necessary appointment, call: 762-7410

100% Financing Available
To Qualified Borrowers
(Toll Free)877-898-3201 (Toll Free)
You show us average credit, steady income history, desire to
own a home, & $10 credit report fee
We show you 100% loan, no money down, flexible,
forgiving program

Current rate 7.25%
APR 7.55% - 30 yr. fixed • Based on $88,000 Loan

65 Construction Drive
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(270)247-4369
220 Lake Street
115 S. 17th St.

Fulton, KY 42041
(270) 472-9771

Paducah, KY 42001
- (270)675-3300
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Psychology program added at MSU

BANNER JOB...Murray Middle School fourth-graders Mary
Burgess, Amberly Foutch, Courtney Billington, Matthew Parker, Lindsey Elliott, Leslianne Gilson and Ashley Edison work
on a design to submit in the YMCA banner contest at the
annual Kids Fair.

School systems offer
Child Find systems
Murray Independent School District and Calloway County Schools
have ongoing Child Find systems,
which are designed to find any
child or youth age birth up to 22
years who may have a disability
and need special education.
This includes children and youth
who are not in school or those who
are in school but are not receiving
the special education they need to
have an appropriate public education.
The Murray Independent
Schools and Calloway County
Schools will make sure any child or
youth that has a disability, regardless of how severe the disability, is
provided appropriate public education 4\....y
no cost to the parents of the
child o outh.
Parents, relatives, public and
private agency employees and concerned citizens are urged to help
the school districts finds any infant,
toddler, child or youth who may
have a disability and need special
education and related services.
The districts need to know the
name and age, or date of birth, of
the child or youth; the name, address and phone of the parent or
guardian; the possible disability;
and other information to determine
if special education is needed.
Letters and phone calls are some
of the ways the districts collect the
information needed. The information the school districts collect will
be used to contact the parents of the
child or youth and find out if the
child or youth needs to be evaluated or referred for special education services.
If you know of a child or youth
who lives in Murray or Calloway
County who may have a disability
and is not receiving needed services, bring the telephone number or
send the information to each district's respective director of special
education at Murray
Board of Education, 208 S. 13th
Street, Murray, KY, or Calloway
County Board of Education, 2110
College Farm Road, Murray, KY.
Child Find activities will con-

tinue throughout the school year.
As part of these efforts, each district will use screening information,
student records and basic assessment information collected on all
children and youth in the district to
help locate those children and
youth who have a disability and
need special education.

The school psychology certifi- the skills to work with preschoolcation program is a new graduate ers, children, adolescents, teachers
program added to the department and families. The West Kentucky
of educational leadership and coun- Counselor's Association was active
seling within the College of Edu- in initiating the program at Murcation at Murray State University. ray Stale University.
School psychologists have speAt the recent National Associcialized training in both psychol- ation of School Psychologists
ogy and education. They use their (NASP) meeting in New Orleans,
skills and training to team with La., Dr. Mardis Dunham made
educators, parents and other men- presentations related to school psytal health professionals to ensure chology services. Dunham prethat every child learns.
sented "A Confirmatory Factor
School psychologists provide Analysis of the Differential Abilconsultation, assessment and inter- ity
Scales" and "Attention
vention services. They conduct Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and
research and program evaluations Working Memory in Clinically
and help coordinate the delivery Referred Adults."
of mental health services.
Two graduates of the school
The school psychology program psychology program, Jan Roberat Murray State University is son of Paducah Public Schools
approaching the end of its third and Sara Tick of Ballard County
year and has had four students
complete the program and enter
employment in local school districts. Presently, there are over 20
lowest
students enrolled in -the program
The school psychology certification program prepares students
with a master's degree in a related field to obtain the Kentucky
School Psychology Certificate and
practice in the public and private
schools throughout the state.
The training emphasizes preparation in individual evaluation, mental health intervention, child development and learning and provides

Greatest Mom
Contest taking
nominations

Murray State University School
Psychology certification program,
the only program of this type in
West Kentucky was at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
It was difficult for working students to participate in a program
so far from home. Dunham and
graduates of the program have
been active in disseminating information related to special education resources and research in psychology throughout the region and
are planning regular meetings of
asseshment professionals to ensure
that. professionals stay abreast of
current information.
Persons interested in the school
psychology or school counselor programs at Murray State Unit ersitv
may contact Dunham at (2701 7622791.

price EVER for Paging

the

Any information the districts
collect through Child Find is maintained confidentially.
Parents, guardians or eligible
students have the right to file a
complaint with the U.S. Department of Education related to perHey kids, there's only two weeks
ceived failures by a district to comply with confidentiality. require- left to give your mom the best
ments. The address is Family Pol- Mother's Day present ever.
UPN46 is having a "Greatest
icy and Regulations Office, U.S.
Department of Education, Wash- Mom Contest" to celebrate all the
reasons why we love our moms.
ington, D.C., 20202.
The
deadline for the contest is
Written policies and procedures
have been developed which de- May I. To qualify, you must have
scribe the districts' requirements your entry in to us by that date.
regarding the confidentiality of per- There will be great prizes awardsonally identifiable information and ed to the first, second and third
place winners.
Child Find activities.
All you have to do is write
There are copies in the princiUPN46
telling us why you think
pal's office of each school and the
Board of Education office. Copies your mom is the greatest!
Entry forms must be attached
describing these policies and proceto
your letter and they can .be
contactdures may be obtained by
ing each district's respective direc- picked up at the following locator of pupil personnel at above ad- tions: Allison's Photography; 'Ponderosa, Draffenville; Majestic Famdresses.
The district offices are open ily Restaurant, Mayfield: Sirloin
Monday through Friday, from 8 Stockade; and Super Wal-Mart,
-Mayfield.
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Employees and relatives of parIf you know of someone who
may need this notice translated to ticipating sponsors, UPN46 and
another language, given orally or Murray State University are not
delivered in some other manner, eligible to participate.
Entries must be mailed to
please contact the director of pupil
personnel of the director of special UPN46, Attn: Glenda Jones, 804
education at the addresses listed Fine Arts Building, Murray. KY
42071.
above for each district offices.

Schools, presented "Integration of
Students Into the Regular School
Program After Treatment at Behavioral Health Hospitals."
Tick and Roberson also recently presented their program to the
American Counseling Association
Conference in Washington, D.C.
Another graduate of the program,
Paula Compton of Livingston County Schools and current school psychology graduate students Susan
Williams, Janet Byasse,e and Mike
Schrader of Murray, also attended
the conference and participated in
many conference-related activities.
This new Murray State University program has helped to offer
more comprehensive counseling and
psychological services for regional schools.
Prior to the inception of the

INCLUDES:
Pager
Assorted Colors
& Brands
•

FREE Activation

$

95
Plus Tax

•

X03

3 Month's Service

Local to Nationwide Available
6

Local Phone Numbers
Annual Agreement Required

MURRAY

TWIN LAKES
SUPPLY
OFFICE
518 Main Street - Murray, KY

CELLTOUCH

753-0123

767-9111

1304 Q Chestnut Street
Murray, KY

SERVIC£ STARTING AT $95 PAID ANNUALY, MONTHLY & QUARTERLY RATE; A

CELLULAR SOURCE
Authorized Apia Yorkville Telephone Cooperative
417 Reelfoot Avenue

Union City, TN
1-800-489-4792
886-CELL
Communications

St,,',' f,'up.: Skin -Fri. 1:oti-', 30..

886-21;;

Authorized Agent ThrkvilleConummications
215 Hawk.- Suite :6

Martin, TN
901-588-1111
"tort. hours

51011.-1

o,h1

Support Relay For Life
May 5th & 6th

Take Computer Classes In Your
HOME!

WEST KENTUCKY
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
All you need is a computer and internet
access and you can learn from the convenience of your home.
Classes begin May 10!
For enrollment and additional course information go to:
www.ed2go.com/wktc
Available courses:
Introduction To The Internet
Creating Web Pages
Introduction to PC Troubleshooting
Introduction to Quick Books
Quicken for Windows
Windows File and Disk Management

Intermediate Excel
Starting and Operating a Home-based Business
Business Communication using Email
Basic Supervision 3/ Motivation
Basic Supervision 4/ Conflict Resolution
Project Management/Planning, Executing and
Controlling

A service of the Purchase Center for Corporate Training

Changing Lives!

EDUCATION

KCTCS
Equal Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D

PAYS
kiroes everyone to Play Responsibly It you think you have a gambling problem call 1-800-GAMBt ER tot

help
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USDA helps
preserve planet
As we celebrate the 30th anniversary of Earth Day, one of the
most important things we can do
is to make sure we protect our
environment for future generations.
In each of the past 30 years,
communities
individuals
and
throughout the nation have taken
one day out of the year, Earth
Day, to celebrate and initiate actions
that preserve our planet.
"Earth Day is practiced all year
long for USDA Rural Development," according to State Director Thomas G. Fern. "During the
past few months, USDA Rural
Development has assisted 2,372
customers in several communities
across Kentucky, including the cities
of Earlington, Powderly, Loretto,
Manchester and Whitesburg.
"Rural Development has partnered with other local, state and
federal agencies to invest in excess
of $17 million into these areas to
,provide a safer and more sanitary
means of waste disposal in truly

rural areas of Kentucky. These
local efforts extend the ClintonGore Administration's Water 2000
initiative, which is helping to deliver safe drinking water to rural
people in greatest need."
"USDA Rural Development is
committed to funding projects
designed to improve the health
conditions, living environment and
economic opportunities of economically distressed areas of rural
America. Inadequate wastewater
disposal is still a major source of
water pollution in rural areas.
"Corroded pipes, outdated waste
treatment facilities and sub-standard
septic systems all take a heavy
toll on the quality of our nation's
drinking water, streams and waterways and recreational lakes and
rivers." said Fern.
For more information on USDA
Rural Development programs in
Kentucky, check out the Web site
at www.rurdev.usda.gov/ky/.

t
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Hawaii plays unlikely
home to wild axis deer
Aloha from the islands.
It often surprises people to learn
that there are wild deer in Hawaii
(along with wild pigs, bighorn
sheep, turkey, quail and pheasant).
Since there are few, indigenous
wildlife species in Hawaii, it is often
interesting to try and discover just
how a particular species made it
to the remote islands in the Hawaiian chain.
First of all, just a few facts
about the axis deer. It is similar
to the white tail deer found in
Kentucky. The coats of most axis
deer are golden tan with rows of
light spots, along with a white
belly, and a black stripe down the
back.
They stand three to four feet
at the shoulder, with bucks weighing up to 200 pounds (average
about 160), and does about 110.
The bucks have a beautiful set of
antlers that always form a perfect
three points.
Now for the really interesting
part. How did a species of deer
originating in far-off India and Sri
Lanka make it to the remote island
chain of Hawaii'?
The facts are a bit sketchy, but
it appears that three bucks, and
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
four does were shipped to HonGIVEAWAYS...Heather Martin and Mike Young read aloud
olulu in 1867 on the trader Lock
the gifts and winning prize numbers during Tuesday's surNa Garr. It is reported that one
vey door prize drawing. The drawing was done as an incenmale fawn was born aboard ship
tive to Murray State University students for their participaduring the voyage. Apparently, the
tion in a survey about alcohol use on campus.
deer were shipped all the way
from India, via Hong Kong, through
consular connections.
The deer were, evidently, a gift
for King Kamehameha V. from
the Hawaiian consul in Hong Kong.
The deer were transported from
Honolulu to the island of Moloka'
by means of the king's yacht, and
Aerie Meredith, bachelor of line increase.
herd was started in January of
a
arts degree candidate at Murray
A reception for the artist will
State University, will exhibit her he held in the upper level lobby 1868.
The deer flourished on Moloka'
art in the upper level of the Clara (seventh floor) in the gallery of
and
in 1920 a group of 12 was
M. Eagle Art Gallery from April the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
brought to the island of Lana'i.
19-30.
April 21. from 5-7 p.m. CommuIn the exhibition, titled "Con- nity members, as well as MSU They have done quite well on
temporary Contemplation." Mered- faculty, staff and students, are invit- Lana'i.
I recently was having lunch
ith will show a wide variety of ed to attend.
with a game warden here on Lana'i.
media and ideas.
The Price Doyle Fine Arts CenFrom small boxes made of cop- ter is located at the corner of 15th I asked him how many deer were
per, brass and walnut wood to a Street and Olive Boulevard in Mur- estimated to be on the island. He
work bench made with similar mate- ray. Eagle Gallery is open Mon- smiled and replied, "Too many."
rials to large-scale paintings, her day through Friday from 8 a.m. He then told me that estimates on
ideas become something that can to 5 p.m.. and Saturday and Sun- Lana'i were running as high as
6.000 to 8,000 deer.
be shared with the viewer. Mered- day from I to 4 p.m.
The deer on Lana'i are hunted
ith says The hopes to incorporate
The gallery is closed on uniquite
heavily, but their numbers
multimedia into my pieces so that versity holidays. For more inforseem to keep increasing. In some
opportunities for exploration will mation. call (270) 71)2-3052.

MSU student to hold art
exhibition April 19-30

energy nght•

"Feeling the Rush" may be great for some, but it's
not what your appliances and electronics need.
Electrical surges created by lightning, accidents, or switching of heavy
equipment may be damaging or even destroying your sensitive equipment. Our surge protection program is designed to stop surges. A low
monthly fee covers a safety ground check and major appliance protection. Additional equipment can be completely protected with plugins offered as an optional part of the program.

RoUing Hilts

arser

CALL TODAY TO STOP THE SURGE
BEFORE IT DAMAGES YOUR VALUABLES!

HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

West Kentucky RECC (270)247-1321 Toll-free 1-877-4WKRECC

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
By U.S. Marshal
TUESDAY, MAY 2, 2000
AT 2:00 PM
AT CALLOWAY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
OF HOUSE AND LOT
234 SCENIC ACRES DRIVE
MURRAY, KY

OPEN
DAILY
til
6:00 p.m.
For
Your
Shopping
Convenience

HAPPY HOUR
150/0
Friday 5:30-7:00 p.m.

OFF

All Trees & Shrubs
Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-6
Fri. Tit 7:30•Sat. 8-5
Closed Easter Sunday

Now Get
This is a three bedroom brick veneer home on city water with septic sewer and
public electricity. It is well located in a nice neighborhood. It consists of a living
room,kitchen/dining combination,three bedrooms,one bath, laundry closet, with
front and back stoop. This property is considered suitable for the Rural Development Program. This would be an excellent buy for an investor interested in rental
property or for resale after repairs.
The minimum acceptable hid for this properts is S
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility. of the purchaser
The deed which contains the legal description to the property may be examined at
the Office of the Callow ay County Court Clerk in Deed Book 174.Card 1796. Rural
Development Sers lee holds a first mortgage lien on this property that will be
released after the sale.
TERMS:CASH,or I 5% of the bid price on the day of sale with good and sufficient
bond for the balance, bearing interest at the legal rate as set forth on the Judgement
and Order of Sale filed with the U.S. District Court, until paid,due and payable 60
days from the date of' sale, and said bond having the effect of a judgement. Upon
default by the purchaser. the deposit shall be forfeited.

A Discount On Car
Insurance Without
Getting A Discount
On Service.

INQUIRES SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO:

DEBORAH H. BOONE
Community Development Manager

USDA/RHS Rural Development
Princeton, KY
Phone: 270-365-6530, Ext. 4

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.®
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
Home Office. Bloomington. Illinois

statefarrn.com

by Joe West

TROPICAL DEER...Pictured is
an axis deer fawn recently
photographed on the Hawaiian
island of Lana'i.
areas, they have created major
problems by consuming what little is left of the native dry land
forest on Lana'i. It is hoped that
a balanced population can be
obtained and that a stable axis
deer population in Hawaii can be
maintained for generations to come.
So, if you come to Hawaii on
vacation, and you happen to be
up early one morning, don't be
surprised if you see a herd of
beautiful axis deer bounding over
the open fields.
If you would like to see more
photos of Hawaii's wildlife and
scenes, visit my new Web site at
the following address: www.bestplacesonll ne.com/WestHawai Photo.
Mahalo nui loa. (Thank you
very much!)

Local station to air
three Easter specials
In celebration of Easter Holiday. three television specials will
air the weekend of April 22-23
On UPN46TV.
The "Dove Awards" will air April
22 at 8 p.m. and repeat on Sunday at 2 p.m. The show is a live
two-hour gospel music performance housed at the Nashville Arena.
A 30-year tradition brings together the voices of artists like Steven
Curtis Chapman, Kirk Franklin, dc
talk, Avalon, CeCe Winans, Jaci
Velasquez, Michael W. Smith,
Newsboys, Crystal Lewis, Fred
Hammond and Radical for Christ,
The Cathedral and The Century
Men.
The host John Tesh and block
party host Rebecca St. James will
guide you through a celebration
filled with joy, praise, inspiration
and tribute.
"Puzzle Club Easter Adventure"
will air April 23 at 7 p.m. Springtime in Bristol takes Christopher,
Korina and Alex on a new and
exciting adventure when buzz dis-

appears. This group of young detectives start off in search for the
missing friend and discover the
message of hope that Easter brings.
"Easter Is" will air April 23 at
7:30 p.m. A series of exciting and
humorous events bring the characters in this animated special to
life. After his dog Waldo is kidnapped for a $5 ransom, Benji
realizes how much he's willing to
give up to get his dog back.
These experiences bring new
meaning to Easter and what he
will draw on his "Easter poster"
for school.
UPN46TV
(previously
WQTV46) is a broadcast service
of Murray State University and is
the only local television station
serving the Purchase area of western Kentucky and northern Tennessee.
The station airs a mix of general entertainment programming,
movies, sports and quality children's shows throughout the 24hour broadcast day.

Refractive Surgery Seminar
Presented by:

Hal Capps, M.D.
Board Certified Ophthalmic Surgeon
Where:

Hart Ophthalmology Office
Medical Arts Building, Ste. 284W
Phone: 753-3131

When:

April 20, 2000
5:30 p.m.

What:

An informational program developed
to help answer any questions you may
have regarding the different types of
corrective surgery available to lessen
your dependence on contacts or
glasses.

See me for details on how you may save money:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935

Hawaiian Tales

Refreshments will be served.
Please callfor available seating.
753-3131

hard-luck loss for
Jason Glosser (3-2)
Staff Report
Murray, allowing three runs on three hits, striking
Murray Ledger & Times
innings. Starter
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The University of Memphis out three and walking three in 3erased a two-run deficit with three runs in the bot- Scott Greene went 4-2/3 innings, allowing
tom of the 11th inning, defeating the Murray State runs on seven hits, striking out two and walking
'Thoroughbreds 8-7 Tuesday.
Sean Carlson (2-2) picked up the win for MemMurray State (16-18), whose winning streak was
snapped at six, broke a 5-5 tie in the top half of phis, allowing two runs on four hits, striking out
the 11th inning when back-to-back doubles by Josh one and walking none in two innings of work.
Ridgway, Brett McCutchan and Ronnie Sects each
Ridgway and Preston Weatherly plated a pair of
had two hits to lead the MSU offense. Shortstop
runs for a 7-5 '113tecis' lead.
However, the Tigers (15-23) rallied in the bot- Chris Johnson knocked in three runs.
The 'Breds trailed 3-0 after one inning and 5-2
tom half of the frame, starting with a lead-off walk
to Tony Lomeli. Gabe Interiano followed with a after four before rallying with two runs in the eighth
pinch-hit single, and both runners advanced on a and a single run in the ninth.
Murray State returns to action Friday with a home
sacrifice bunt by third baseman Tyler Shelton.
- The decisive runs scored on a sacrifice fly, a doubleheader against Ohio Valley Conference rival
throwing error and a game-winning double by Paul Middle Tennessee State, beginning at 2 p.m. at Reagan Field.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
at a pitch during the Lady
cut
mighty
a
takes
Miles
SEE IT, HIT IT...Murray High's Kelly
County Park.
Murray-Calloway
at
Tuesday
Tigers' 9-3 loss to Graves County

Staff Report
Murray Ledger, & Times
Murray High produced - a better -effort against
Graves County the second time around, but it wasn't enough as the Lady Eagles claimed a 9-3 decision over the Lady Tigers Tuesday afternoon at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The Lady Tigers managed just one hit in a loss
to Graves last Friday, but rebounded to collect six
yesterday.
However, the MHS defense made four costly
errors - three in a three-run seventh inning - as the
Lady Eagles added a pair of .runs in the .first and
third innings and one each in the second and fifth
to earn the victory.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS
• Murray vs. Calloway Co.
CCHS/MSU - 3:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• St. Mary vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. St. Mary
Paducah - 4:30 p.m.
.
• Murray vs. Carlisle County
Bardwell - 4:45 p.m
THURSDAY
COLLEGE TENNIS
• Ohio Valley Conference
Championships - Nashville,
Tenn. (men and women)
HIGH SCHOOL TRACK
• Murray, Calloway County at
Quad County Invitational
Stewart Stadium - 4 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL
• Calloway vs. Hickman Co.
Clinton - 4:30 p.m.
HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL
• Calloway Co. vs. Reidland
Reidland - 6:30 p.m.

By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
Adam Kennedy's Anaheim teammates created situations for him
to thrive all night.
Fellow rookie Mark Mulder was
put in a much more difficult scenario by Oakland manager Art
Howe in his major league debut.
Mulder, forced to face Cleveland's daunting lineup, pitched six
innings for the win as Oakland
beat the Indians 8-5 Tuesday night.
"He pitched a great ballgame
for us." Howe said. "It's like tak-

Murray (1-4) got on the scoreboard in the third
inning as a Laura Nixon single plated two runs.
The Lady Tigers' only other run came in the fourth
inning on a hit from Julie Gibbs.
"We went from one hit (Friday) to six hits," said
MHS head coach David Can. "We're doing a better job of hitting the ball, but we still need more
hitting ... We only have two extra base hits in five
games."
Kelly Miles picked up the pitching loss, striking
out three, walking two and hitting one batter in
seven innings.
The Lady Tigers play at Carlisle County today
before returning home to host Hickman County on
Friday.

Calloway tennis,
Graves Co. split
Staff Report
.
Murray Ledger & Times
MAYFIELD — Calloway County's girls' and boys' tennis squads
earned a split with neighboring
Graves County in prep action Tuesday afternoon.
The Lady Lakers blanked Graves
9-0. However, the Lakers were
defeated by • a 6-3 count.
In girls' singles play, Calloway
won all six matches. Kelly Taylor led the way with an 8-3 victory over Carrie Willett while Amy
Travis topped Leah Fowler 8-1.
Julia Franklin downed Callie Elliott
8-1, Bethany O'Rourke slammed
Ashley Courtney 8-1, Jessica
Lemons blasted Brittany Thomas
8-1 and Brittney Bogard stopped
Megan Coltharp 8-1.
CCHS completed the sweep with
three doubles wins. The team of
O'Rourke-Travis blanked WillettCourtney 8-0, Taylor-Franklin
claimed an 8-0 triumph over

ing a kid and teaching him to
swim. Sometimes you throw them
in the wading pool and sometimes
you throw them in the deep end.
That's what we did."
Kennedy took advantage of runners being on base all game to
drive in a team-record eight runs,
hitting a grand slam and barely
missing another in leading Anaheim to a 16-10 win at Toronto.
"Who comes to up to the plate
three times with the bases loaded?"
Kennedy said. "That just doesn't
happen.

Fowler-Elliott and Lemons-Bethany
Pate shut out Thomas-Sarah Pendel 8-0.
Graves County exacted revenge
in boys' singles, beating the Lakers 4-2. Craig Jacobs defeated Derrick Gibson 8-0 and Jacob Abbott
got past Joey Schmidt 8-3 for the
Calloway victories. Jay Cunningham beat Matt Leet 8-2, Andrew
Ellison defeated Joey McDaniel 82, Kyle Hobbs won over Austin
Webb 8-3 and Chris Cates stopped
Jeremy Bolls 8-4.
The Eagles won two of the
three doubles matches. Le-etMcDaniel claimed the only CCHS
win, downing Hobbs-Ellison 8-5.
edged
Thompson-Cunningham
Jacobs-Webb 8-6 and CatesSchmidt topped Boles-Abbott 8-4.
Calloway takes on archrival
Murray today at 3:30 p.m., with
the girls' matches at CCHS and
the boys' matches at Murray State's
intramural courts.

21 POINT
INSPECTION

By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
PHOENIX (AP) — Charles
Barkley's big farewell will be today
in Houston. There was no dress
rehearsal in Phoenix.
Barkley had flirted with the
idea of making a cameo appearance in the Rockets' game Tuesday night against the Suns, a team
he led to the NBA Finals in 1993.
After Tuesday's shoot-around, he
said he would be in uniform but
wouldn't play. But the Rockets
never even activated Barkley. He
wasn't in uniform when the team
took the court.
Instead, when the lights were
out for the introduction of the
Suns, he walked onto the court,
hardly noticed by the crowd.
Perhaps the Rockets were worried that if Barkley was in uniform, he might be too tempted to
enter the game on his own. That's
just the sort of thing Barkley might
do.
Barkley aid earlier Wednesday
that doctors believe because his
injured knee is only about 70 percent its normal strength. it would
be too risky for him to play on
consecutive nights, even for just
a minute or two.
"Charles doesn't have to prove
anything," Houston coach Rudy
Tomjanovich said. "The guy's one
of the greatest players to ever play
the game. We love what he's done
for us.
"To me what makes sense is
to have one final tribute at home.
Why take the chance of getting
him loose here and then having a
back-to-back situation? That just
doesn't make sense to me."
Barkley called an end to his
16-year career after he ruptured a
knee tendon Dec. 8 in Philadelphia.
But, after rehabilitation, he will
make a final appearance in the
Rockets' last game today at home
against Vancouver. He wants to
end his career by walking off the
court, not being carried off.
A brief appearance in Phoenix
seemed fitting. That would make
his last three games in cities he
played — Philadelphia,Phoenix and
Houston.
Barkley has a home in Phoenix,
and he played four seasons with
the Suns when he was in his
prime. His first season with the
Suns, he averaged 25.6 points and
12.2 rebounds as Phoenix reached
the NBA Finals, where they lost
to Chicago. It was as close as
Barkley would get to a championship ring.
Barkley and the Suns parted
company with bitterness. Barkley
felt he was treated unfairly.

4 CYL. WITH COMPUTER
DIAGNOSTIC

$41.115 (6 Cyl. Slightly Higher)
Call Charlie For Appointment 753-8850

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY 42071

"I regret how it ended here,
how they treated me here," Barkley
said. "I wanted to finish my career
here. It didn't happen."
Barkley said that he's had time
since his injury to reflect on his
career.
"There's not one person around
here who expected me to accomplish what I did in 16 years," he
said. -As cocky as I am. I never
expected it."
He said the injury has allowed
him time to face life after basketball.

"Even though I had great sadness that I got hurt, it's kind of
been preparing me for what my
life is going to be like next year,"
Barkley said. "If I had played the
entire season. 1 can honestly say
it would have been really hard
and difficult the last month."
So now he goes back to Houston, to end it on his own terms.
"It's just been fun. That's dip
only way to explain it," he said.
"Not many people get to do something they really like to do for a

POIZED04,41.
SPONSORED BY

OP, Stuart Alexander
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."
(270)753-4703 310 SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY. KY
HOME•RENTERS•AUTO •FARM•MOBILE HOME•LONG TiZRM CARE
BOAT•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES BUSINESS•DISABILITY.CANCER PLAN

Atlantic
52
y-Miami
50
x-New York
49
x-Philadelphia
40
Orlando
34
Boston
31
50 383
New Jersey
52 358
Washington
29
Central Division
26 679
55
y-Indiana
33 593
48
x-Charlotte
36 556
45
x-Toronto
41
x-Detroot
41
x-Milwaukee
31
Cleveland
Atlanta
28
17
Chicago
Monday's Games
Milwaukee 85, Orlando 83
Indiana 92, Philadelphia 90
San Antonio 100, Vancouver 93
Minnesota 101, Golden State 96
Tuesday's Games
Boston 114, Washington 81
Charlotte 103. Cleveland 88
New York 100, Detroit 88
Atlanta 111, New Jersey 109, 201
Miami 97, Toronto 73
Dallas 112. L.A. Lakers 102
Philadelphia 93. Chicago 89
Denver 105. Utah 104. OT
Portland 116, L.A. Chppers 100
Houston 107, Phoenix 98.
Seattle 119, Sacramento 112, OT

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct
L
27 .667
y-Utah
29 .642
x-San Antonio
31 617
x-Minnesota
42 .481
Dallas
47 .420
Denver
Houston
Vancouver
14 .827
67
y-L.A Lakers
22 .728
59
x-Portland
29 642
2
,
5
'
x-Phoenix
36 .556
45
x-Seattle
37 .543
44
x-Sacramento
62 235
19
Golden State
67 173
14
L.A. Clippers
x-clinched playoff berth
y-clinched division
Today's Games
New York at Boston. 6 p.m.
Toronto at Orlando. 6:30 p.m.
Miami at Charlotte, 6:30 p.m.
Chicago at Detroit, 6:30 p.m
Cleveland at New Jersey, 630 p.m.
Atlanta at Indiana, 7 p.m
Dallas at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
Washington at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at San Antonio. 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Houston. 7:30 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Denver at Portland, 9 p.m.
Sacramento at Utah, 9:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Golden State. 9:30 p.m
End Regular Season

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

at Reagan Field
Fri., April 21 & Sat., April 22
First Pitch Fri. 2 p.m. • Sat. 1 p.m.
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Tigers smash Reidland 11-2 Rocker gets

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray High baseball team did
indeed learn a lesson in a 9-6 road loss
to defending First Region champion Reidland March 31. when the Tigers scored
six runs in the first inning but were silent
at the plate and error-prone in the field
as the Greyhounds rallied.
MHS (4-5) returned the favor with an
11-2 rout of Reidland (9-4) Tuesday at Ty
Holland Field. getting on top early and
never letting up behind a 13-hit onslaught
and the strong pitching of Justin Maynard
and Lucas Miller.
Ryan Geib and Ryan Seay. the top two
hitters in the Tiger lineup, set the tone
for the Murray offense. Both went 4-for4 and Seay drove in four runs.
Meanwhile, Maynard (1-2) and Miller
scattered seven singles over seven innings
and the MHS defense committed just one
error to keep the Tigers on top.
Maynard struck out eight against three
walks while allowing both Greyhound runs
— one earned — on six hits in six innings.
Miller faced four batters in the seventh,
striking out one and yielding a two-out
hit.
Geib opened the contest with a double
to right-center field and moved around the
diamond on singles from Seay and John
David Thieke.
Reidland evened the slate on Justin Eaves'
leadoff single, an error and Brian Behrendt's
RBI single. But Geib's two-out single in
the second set the stage for Seay's tworun homer.
The Tigers 3-I cushion grew with a
four-run third. Thieke doubled with one
out, Matt Kelleher roped a two-run double and Geib followed with a two-run single.
The visitors trimmed the margin to 72 in the fourth on Michael Mart's RBI
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
single. But Murray responded with a threeWHERE'S THE BAG?...Murray High's Marty Hodg
e
(1) returns to the third base
run rally with two outs in the fifth.
bag during a play in the Tigers' 11-2 trium
ph over Reidland Tuesday.

Calloway loses momentum,game

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE — For the
Calloway County High School baseball team, Tuesday's contest with
rival Marshall County was a tale
of two games - one good and the
other not so good.
The Lakers were in an intense
battle with their district counterparts for four innings, but watched
as one play changed the momentum in a 14-3 loss.
With Calloway trailing 1-0 and
two runners on in the fourth inning,

Tony Ryan was picked off
first base on a controversial call.
Ryan argued the call and was
ejected from the game.
CCHS managed to load the
bases in the inning, but failed to
push across a run.
"That (sequence) turned the
whole momentum of the game to
Marshall County," said Laker head
coach Bill Cowan. "We were on
the verge of a big inning, but we
just couldn't get a run across."
Marshall took advantage of Calloway's misfortune, scoring once
junior

gsaiwy
wait

in the bottom of the fourth and the sixth innin
g that ended the
exploding for five runs in the fifth game
on the 10-run rule.
and seven more in the sixth? The
Dougherty (4-0) picked up the
Marshals scored all of their final
pitching win for the Marshals while
12 runs with two outs.
Jeff
Owen (2-2) took the loss for
"They had five consecutive hits
in both innings," Cowan noted. the Lakers.
Aaron Cowan produced Cal"It was just one of those times
when everything came unraveled loway's only runs of the contest
... We just have to put this one with a three-run homer in the top
of the sixth inning. Mark Chambehind us and move on."
Kyle Perry led the Marshall berlain collected a pair of singles.
onslaught with two doubles and Adam Scott, Willie Morris and
an RBI while Ross Dougherty went Derek McCallum each
had a sin2-for-5. including a home run in gle for the
Lakers.

ovation in
appearance
By BEN WALKER
Robin Ventura made it easy for
AP Baseball Writer
Hampton. hitting a grand slam in
John Rocker drew a standing the fourth that put the
Mets ahead
ovation even before throwing a 9-2. Hampton began
the five-run
pitch. Mike Hampton took a lit- inning with a single
and Ventura
tle longer to win over the home capped it with his 14th
grand slam.
fans.
Ventura is the slam leader among
On a night when Rocker heard active players, one ahead
of Mark
rousing cheers in his return to McGwire, Ken Griffe
y Jr. and
baseball. Hampton earned his first Harold Baines, and
is tied with
victory for the New York Mets.
Gil Hodges for ninth place on the
Hampton, acquired by the Mets career list. Last year agains
t Millast winter to be their ace,
lost three straight starts
before beating the Milwaukee Brewers 10-7 Tuesday
night at Shea Stadium.
"The first one's tough,"
Hampton said. "You like to
get off to a quick start. I
look forward to getting better from here."
Rocker was a fan favorite
from the moment he began
warming up at Turner Field.
One fan held up a sign reading: "Rocker for President."
Back with the Atlanta
Braves after a two-week suspension for disparaging
remarks about minorities,
gays and immigrants, the
reliever got a standing ovation from the crowd of
34,903 when he sprinted in
from the bullpen.
Rocker pitched a scoreless ninth inning against
Philadelphia, and the Braves HE'S BACK...Braves close
r John
won 4-3 in the 12th on Rocker returned to cheers from
AtBrian Hunter's pinch-hit lanta fans during Tuesday'
s game
home run.
with the Phillies.
"Beat it, media," Rocker
shouted at reporters who surrounded waukee, Ventura
became the first
his locker after the game. "Are major leaguer to
hit a grand slam
you dear?"
in both games of a doubleheader.
Said outfielder Brian Jordan,
"I don't plan it. It's an oppororiginally one of the reliever's
tunity
you get from other guys in
sharpest critics: "It's all out of
the way. Rocker's back. Hopeful- front of you," Ventura said.
In his previous game Sunday
ly, things will quiet down a little
bit and we can get back to base- at Pittsburgh, Ventura hit a threerun homer and had six RBIs.
ball."
In other NL games, Florida
Pitching on a night when the
stopped Pittsburgh 12-5, Arizona wind-chill factor
dropped to 26
beat Colorado 7-1. Los Angeles degrees, Hampton (1-3)
gave up
defeated Houston 5-3, St. Louis six hits and walke
d six in 7 2-3
topped San Diego 5-4, San Fran- innings. He left with
a 6.33 ERA,
cisco beat Cincinnati 13-9 and Mon- a year after he went
22-4 for
treal downed'Chicago 4-3.
Houston.

CORN AUSTIN
Mock Neck Knits

Ladies
Dresses

Great Under Suits & Sportcoats

S27.00
Men's Suits & Sportcoats

40% OFF
Men's
Dress Pants

Men's
Dress Shirts

40% OFF

400/n OFF

111

/2 PRICE

CHILDREN'S
DEPT.

200/0
OFF
STOREWIDE
Boys Infant/Toddler
Boys 4-7
Boys 8-20

THE BEST ASSORTMENT OF CLOTHING IN
OUR HISTORY.
A STORE FULL OF GREAT LOOKING STU
FF!

CORN
1_3()WN'T()WN M.UR.RAY

Girls Infant/Toddler
Girls 7-16

Special Eggs
Hidden
Throughout The
Store With
MEE
Prizes
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Students
chosen for
fellowship
Andrea Kleid, senior Radio-TV
major from Florence, and Chris
Bacon, senior broadcast journalism major from West Frankfort,
III., have been chosen to participate in a broadcast media. fellowship this summer.
The- fellowship is sponsored by
the International Radio & TV Society and is an eight-week paid
internship in New York City. Only
SPECIAL TRIP...North Elementary fourth-graders listen to 25 students
are chosen from unilocal veterinarian Or. Jeannine Buchanan before visiting her versities across the nation, so this
clinic. The field trip was at the conclusion of a study of is a great honor for Kleid and
pets and pet care under the direction of fourth-grade teacher Bacon.
They will be interning with a
Janis Hicks.
media company in New York City.
as well as attending media seminars with top broadcasters in the
business. The media companies
that have sponsored fellows in the
past have been: ABC's Dateline,
CBS's Late Night with David Letterman. MTV, etc.
The Murray State University From Pagliai's Pizza) at the. CalKleid and Bacon will be notichapter of Alpha Gamma Delta loway County Park.
fied of their internship placement
social sorority will be sponsoring
, Drinks will be provided and in early May.
an, Alpha Gam B-Ball Slam on first through third place prizes will
kpril 29 as their newest philan- be awarded. The cost to enter is
thropy project.
$25 per team. The deadline to preProceeds of the project will go register is April 22; however, teams
to the Alpha Gamma Delta -Foun- may still enter the day of the tourdation, which fosters charitable and nament at a slightly increased entry
educational projects on an inter- fee of $30 per team.
Manual Therapy
national basis.
According to Ashley Hailston,
& Massage Therapn
Through the foundation, grants philanthropy coordinator for Alpha
irchimrc,
are given to diabetes research and Gamma Delta, the tournament is
the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. open to community members as
Funds are also distributed to indi- well as individuals associated with
viduals in need of scholarships, MSU. with the exception of mememergency medical assistance and bers of the MSU basketball teams.
The tourney, Hailston said, is
as aid to those recovering from a
not
a single elimination format."We
natural disaster.
want people to be able to play in
The MSU chapter's basketball
.several games," she said. "We
tournament is a three-on-three comwould appreciate as many teams
petition for men and women age
as, possible in the tournament."
16 and over. All teams must be
Individuals interested in formsingle-sex teams and should have ing .a team and playing in the
LaJuan is a licensed massage
four members, although only three tournament can get an application
therapist. She specializes in
massag... rellexalag%.
play at a time.
from the Student Government Assotrigger points. infant
The tournament is slated to .ciation office or at any Residen& pregnancy massap
begin at 11 a.m. and will be held tial College.
courts
located
basketball
on the
910113 S. 12th St.• Bel-Air (Ir.
For more information call HailMurray. KY • 12701 767-0060
on Chestnut Street (across the street ston at (270) 762-4013

Sorority to sponsor
B-Ball Slam April 29

V5A,MA• I I. kt k klI,DOCOVIR
FOODS!k %IP\s tiCACCFPTEI,
11L

Taz Rion i()

Wed , April 19

thru
Tues , April 25

LOW LOW PRICES
Farm Fresh Medium

cf-

Eggs

2 97

For V

Dozen

LIP( 4

•19

2 Liter Bottle

Gallon $2

Reese Peanut Butter

Turkey, Beef or
Chicken

Reg. Charmin Bathroom

Tissue

LaJuan Anglin

Mr Aiationai FL.rcnase

99
'

Banquet Pot Pies

18 oz Jar $1.37
COUPON

12 Pk.
12 oz.
Cans

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

Purity Dairy Bella Whole Milk

Southern
Hope

a

r

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7 oz. pkg

2 88
For

COUPON

Sunflower

1

Corn Meal

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4 Roll
Pkg.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5 Lb.
Bag

Limit One With Coupon And 520 Additional Purchase

Limit One With Coupon And $20 Additional Purchase
a.

GET BOTH COUPONS WITH ONLY A $20 PURCHASE

Lipton Family Size Tea Bags

Pride of III. Corn or Green Beans

$147

24 ct. Box

15 oz. Can

Roundy Tomato Juice
46 oz. Can

Catch a Rising Star
with Mediacom!

Prices Good

623 South 4th St.• Murray
270-759-1144• Mon -Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

3 $l•00
For

Star Kist Light Tuna

67'

6 oz. Can

4

For $111•87

QUALITY MEATS
Fresh Chicken

Leg Quarters

Bring the Future Home with
Digital Cable from Mediacom.
• Over 150 Channels of Programming.
• Up to 40 Screens of Premium TV.
• Over 25 pay-per-view channels.
• 45 channels of CD quality music.
• Digital quality reception and more!

,

Chicken

Legs
Take control of your viewing
with TV Guide Interactive.

Thighs

• On- Screen Programming Convenience.
•Customizable Channel Lineups.
• Parental Control Functions.

Franks

1111111It

49'
49'
79C

Lb

Chicken

Lb

Oshe Dinner 1 Lb. Pkg

Our High Speed Internet Access
Service lets you Surf faster.

Sold In
10 Lb. Bag

Lb

ID'

Lb.

Roundy Whole

Boneless Ham

Lb $1.19

U.S.D.A. Choice Whole

1.49

Sirloin Tip

Lb S

Oscar Mayer

Bologna

1 Lb PO

Fr $
3.00

FRESH PRODUCE

• Surf the web 10 times faster than a 56k modem.
• Download movies, music, and games in a flash.
• Free up your phone line with Internet access from Mediacom.

FREE UPGRADE!Plus...Save 1/2 Price
On Digital One or Total Digital
Service For 1 Month!

Onions
Fresh Yellow

Call Now!

(270) 527-3211 or
1-800-444-5353

Yellow

Mediacom

Corn

Fresh Green

97' Broccoli
Navel
3 87' Oranges
3 Lb Bag

Ears

•

Salad Mix

4 Lb Bag $1•87

Fresh

Dole

DIGITAL
WOO aw3anam a fro mat1/*/ blab IMMO!16111110111/OHM Ifit3
MINN WIWI•dew
Ward rtsow4,aliadaisk mappiartivallf maiNIalio NIB ilalkoldillsts0m1111
•••••ett,

87'

1 Lb Bag

1.17

Strawberries

ot $2.37
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Girl Scouts to
honor volunteers
As part of a nationwide celebration of Girl Scout Leaders' Day,
on April 22 Girl Scouts in Kentuckiana will say thank you to adults
who make a difference in their
lives - their Girl Scout leaders
and other volunteers.
In honor of its 880,000 adult
volunteers nationwide, Girl Scouts
of the USA (GSUSA) has designated April 22 as a day to acknowledge Girl Scout leaders and its
other volunteers.
A NEW FRIEND...Students in the Calloway County Preschool
On Girl Scout Leader's Day,
chose a book to take home and keep. The free books were
girls,
parents and communities will
given through the R.I.F. program.
recognize the commitment, dedication and continuing support of
local Girl Scout leaders, who inspire
girls and make a difference in
their lives everyday
.6 Yr. Limited Warranty
"Character. conduct and com•24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
munity service are the core qual(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
*Smooth. Quiet Ride
ities of Girl Scouting," said Connie Matsui, national president of
NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE
Girl Scouts of the USA."By. devoting their time and energy to helping girls grow into tomorrow's
leaders, Girl Scout volunteers pos400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111
sess these core qualities and lead
by.. example - for this, we are the
truly grateful."
Around the country, girls will
thank their leaders and )ther volunteers in a variety of events,
from official recognition ceremonies to calling their leaders just
to say thanks.
-Without /our volunteers, there
is no Girl7Scouting, and Leader's

f
Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE

Warehouse Tire

Looking for something more than the usual
'traditional Easter dinner...Join us for

AUTHENTIC CHINESE CUISINE
at its BEST!
EASTER TREATS FOR THE CHILDREN
FREE DESSERT & HAND-DIPPED ICE CREAM
Happy Easter from

OLYMPIC PLAZA • MURRAY, KY •759-4653

Day is a wonderful way for us to
show just how much we appreciate the time and energy each volunteer gives to helping girls grow
strong in body, mind and spirit,"
said Fran Each.
With membership in Girl Scouting at an all-time high, the need
for adult volunteers is greater than
ever. To accommodate the needs
of today's time-constrained adults,
GSUSA and its councils are becoming more flexible and incorporating different ways to allow adults
to become involved in Girl Scouts.
For more information on how
to become a Girl Scout volunteer
in the Kentuckiana Council, please
"call Alex Rohleder at (502) 6360900 or toll free at (888) 7715170.
Girl Scouts is the world's preeminent organization dedicated
solely to girls - where, in an
accepting and nurturing environment, girls build character and
skills for success in the real world.
In partnership with committed
adults, girls develop qualities that
will serve them all their lives like strong values, social conscience and conviction about their
own potential and self-worth.
In Madison, Ind., and the Kentucky counties of Ballard, Calloway,
Graves. Hopkins, McCracken and
in Calvert City in Marshall County, the Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council is funded in part by United Way funds.

Arts.
S.

Le
of
"FLEETWOOD HOMES"

SCOPE OF WORK:
• Asphalt Paving
• Hauling
• Excavating
• Fully Insured
& Bonded

Exclusive Dealer

2000
1111Pa
SINGLEWIDES
*mem j

Price
includes

SPECIALIZING IN...
DRIVEWAYS, PARKING LOTS
& SUBDIVISIONS

•••••
6111._, I

$1 0,995.
411
I rtn•I

14 WIDE

2 BEDROOMS/1 BATH

Delivery
Setup
Stove
Refrigerator
Wall to Wall
Carpet

Where Quality Doesn't Cost, It Pays.

7-1T,
18,995

r 1

!7:44

16X80

3 BEDROOMS
2 BATHS

4 4

2000
DOUBLEWIDE
28X52
3 BEDROOMS

Price Includes
Delivery • Setup • Stove
Refrigerator
Central Air Cond.
Vinyl Siding
Shingle Roof

2 BATHS

_L
4 4 ik

,
I

81 East Main St.
Murray

753-0411

free luncheon for those who preregister. Registration should be
received by April 21. The colloquium will feature
panel presentations throughout the
day and a book signing in addition to .the luncheon address and
workshop.
Speakers include professors from
the University of Tennessee-Martin, Morehead State University, University of Southern Indiana and
local professors from Murray State
Uni%
Topics to be discussed range
from "Addressing Grammar and
Usage During the Writing Process"
to "Assessing the Teacher: How
Writing Our Teaching Stories Leads
to Change in Practice:"
The colloquium is being sponsored by the MSU department of
English and the colleges of humanistic studies and education.
. To register for all or part of
the colloquium. contact Claywell
in the department of English at
(270) 762-4729 or (270) 162-2401
or e-mail her at gina.claywell@murraystaie.edu.

Suppipooirit irlhm

WE'RE READY TO ROLL.

"Fully Insured Asphalt Contractor
Kentucky & Tennessee State Approved
Serving Western Kentucky & West Tennessee Since 1979"

olloquium to be
held at MSU April 28

The theme of the 13th annual
Rhetoric and Composition Colloquium this year at Murray State
University is "Grading Matters:
Evaluating Student Writing."
The colloquium, planned for
April 28. will be an all-day event
starting at 8 a.m. and ending at
4:30 p.m., on the campus of MSU.
According to Gina Claywell of
the MSU, department of English.
the event typically draws public
school English teachers (at the
secondary level), university and
community college English teachers and some undergraduate and
graduate students.
Peter Elbow of the University
Of Massachusetts-Amherst will
PET THERAPY...MSU Animal Health Technology student deliver the keynote address on
"GetShawna Simpson holds a cat recovering from surgery while ting Along Without Grades - and
North Elementary fourth-graders Allie Dandeneau and Shel- Getting Along With Them."
Elbow is a well-known scholby Webb observe.
ar in his field and a widely published author.
His afternoon workshop, "Grading by Contract." would be helpful to all teachers. Claywell said,
not just those in English classroom.,.
The keynote address includes a

NEED PAVING?

MURRAY PAVING
COMPANY, INC.

GEORGE WASHINGTON LIVES.. James
Renwick Manship of
Mount Vernon, Va., portrayed George Washi
ngton as he visited
the National Scouting Museum in Murray
to see Norman Rockwell's original painting "Our Heritage."
Manship, an Eagle
Scout at 13 and a God and Country Award
recipient, is on an
"All Across America Journey, By George!"
visiting each state
capitol and praying Washington's daily prayer
s for the people
and their elected servants. Manship can
be contacted on the
road at(702)675-7699.

New, Used & Repossessed Homes
- Includes Set-Up & Delivery

• 16

%. *5% Down Payment

111

No Money Down With Land Trade Ins Welcome 'With Approved Credit

KEITH BAKER HOMES,INC.
Exclusive Fleetwood Dealer

Hwy. 79 N. • Paris • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(901)644-0017
1-800-533-3568
•
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

R VIlS

('LASSIFIFI)
Div I.i

7534916

tls

$6.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
fAll

Als Must Run Ntilun 6 Ms Period

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Line Ads Si 00 minimum Ist 1.1 10e per xxord per its tor eakb additional comexutise its
SZ 50 extra tor Shopper i Tue., Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) 52 50 extra tor blind box ads

010

010
Legal Notice

010
Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Just Say "Charge It"
010
Legal Notice

Lot No. 18 of the Scenic Acres Subdivision as shown by plat of
record in Plat Book 3, Page 52, in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The above described property is transferred subject to the restrictions, easements and reservations as set forth on MICROFILM in
Book 153, Cabinet 1, Drawer 5, Card 1944 in the office of the
Calloway County Court and such restrictions, easements and
reservations are specifically referred to in this conveyance and
incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full.
MORTGAGOR obtained title to the above described property by
virtue ofa Quitclaim Deed from the United States ofAmerica, acting through the Administrator of the Farmers Home
Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, dated
the 26th day of June, 1989, and recorded in Book 174, Card 1796,
in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
The above described real estate is being sold to satisfy a judgment in
the amount of $33,555.63, plus accrued interest in the amount of
$7,484.16, as of January 10, 2000, plus additional interest which
accrued at the daily rate of$8.2972 from January 10, 2000, until Feb.
9, 2000 and interest thereafter on said judgment at the rate of 6.287
percent per annum, until paid, including a subsidy amount of
$41,039.79 from the sale ofthe property in the event the property sells
for more than the above balance set out herein, plus costs, disbursements and expenses.
TERMS QF SALE
The real estate will be sold to the highest and best bidder at the
place and time above mentioned for cash, or upon a credit of sixty(60)
days subject to the following terms and conditions of credit:
Fifteen (15%) percent of the purchase price shall be paid in cash
on the day of sale, with the purchaser to execute a bond with
approved surety payable to the United States Marshal for the
Western District of Kentucky for the balance ofthe purchase price,
together with interest thereon at the rate of 6.287 percent per
annum,said bond being due and payable in full, together with all
accrued interest, within sixty (60)days from date of sale. The purchaser may prepay the bond at any time prior to the expiration of
sixty (60) days from the date of sale by payment of the balance of
the purchase price plus all interest accrued at the rate of 6.287
percent per annum from date ofsale to the clata.of payment in full.
The deed will be delivered when the sale has been confirmed by the
Court. the deed has been approved by the Court, and the purchase
price and any accrued interest have been paid in full. The real estate
shall be sold free and clear of any and all liens, and encumbrances,
except for any state, county,city or school ad valorem taxes which may
be due and payable or assessed against said property at the time of
sale. The rights of all parties shall attach to the proceeds of the sale
of the real property in the same manner and with the same effect as
they attached to the property prior to the sale.
Kelly R. Hughes
For E. Douglas Hamilton
ACTING UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Western District of Kentucky
114 Gene Snyder Courthouse Bldg.
601 West Broadway
Louisville, KY 40202

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00422
PLAINTIFF

LONG BEACH MORTGAGE COMPANY,
VS.,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.88-CI-00416

VS.,

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer
for Union Planters Bank of
Kentucky, N.A., Vd/b/a Peoples First
National Bank & Trust Company,

NOTICE OF SALE

KATHY J. COLEMAN,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
AND GENERAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL CORP.,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 11, 2000, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 8, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning at a #4 rebar (set) on the west side of Bailey Road,
18.00 feet west of the centerline, 0.15 miles, more or less, north
of Ky. Highway 121, and being the southeast corner of the herein described Tract 2 and the northeast corner of the Calvin Todd
property; thence north 85 deg. 49'03" west - 94.33 feet with the
north boundary of the Todd property to a 1" diameter pipe
(found) at the northeast corner of the Stanley Waller property;
thence, north /5 deg. 39' 20" west - 204.86 feet with the north
boundary of the Waller property to a 1" diameter pipe(found)at
the northeast corner of the Ann Rose property; thence, north 85
deg. 53' 07" west - 155.92 feet with the north boundary of the
Rose property and the James Wyatt property to a 1" diameter
pipe (found) at the northeast corner of the Joyce Emerine property; thence north 85 deg. 58' 37" west - 183.94 feet with the
north boundary of the Emerine property to a #4 rebar (set), a
new corner to the Charles Hale property; thence, north 27 deg.
45'00" east - 134.46 feet with a new division line to a #4 rebar
(set); thence north 46 deg. 28'35" east - 346.80 feet with the new
division line to a 3/4" diameter pipe (found) at the northwest
corner of the Delbert Hounchul property; thence south 00 deg.
11' 00" west - 153.67 feet with the west boundary of the
Hounchul property to a stave leg (found); thence, south 85 deg.
52' 38" east - 325.61 feet with the south boundary of the
Hounchul property to a 3/4" diameter pipe (found) on the west
side of Bailey Road, 18.00 feet west of the centerline; thence,
south 00 deg. 15' 00" west 227.23 feet along the west side of
Bailey Road to the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways
and easements. An easement is given by the Grantor on property owned by Grantor for a sewer line that runs to Bailey Road.
The easement is for the purpose of maintenance and repair as
necessary. The maintenance and repair will be shared or determined to the proper party upon development of the Sellers
retained land.
The house owned by Terry Todd has water and sewer services
furnished by Grantors. These services will continue to be furnished by the Grantees upon the execution of this instrument.
The income from the monthly fee will go to the Grantee beginning Sept. 1, 1988, collections. If the Terry Todd house goes on
another water system the charges for water and sewer will
cease to the Grantee.
It is further stipulated that regulations regarding the operation
of a mobile home park be adhered to as required by regulations
and law. It is further required that the premises be maintained
in an orderly and acceptable manner that it will continue to be
a desirable place to live.

Beginning at J.D. Purdom's northeast corner, thence North 80
feet to J.B. Hays line; thence west with said Hays line 450 feet
to a stake in the property line of A.B. Beale; thence south with
said Beale's 80 feet to a stake; thence east with Purdom's line
450 feet to the point of beginning.
Thomas Warren obtained title to the above-described property
by deed from John Karasek, et ux., dated September 3, 1997, of
record in Book 266, Page 609, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay the sum of
one third down as a deposit on the date of sale, and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 11th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

VS.,

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

PAMELA SUE BANKER,Single,
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DATED this 11th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PUBLIC NOTICE
All stored items in storage unit 46 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if
all charges for storage unit 46 are not paid in
full on or before May 15, 2000, Key Mini.
Warehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in unit 46. A sale date for said items
stored in storage unit 46 will be posted at a later
time.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

TRACT I:
Beginning at an iron stake at the S/E corner of a tract of land
owned by William Newberry, thence in a westerly direction 460
feet to an iron stake at the corner of Newberry and McDermott
property; thence south 95 feet to an iron stake; thence east 460
feet to an iron stake; thence north to the point of beginning.
Being the same property Pamela Banker obtained by surviving
her husband, Robert C. Banker, who died March 19, 1987, and
by deed from Ruble Taylor, et us., dated October 5, 1978, recorded in Book 159, Card 1624, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
TRACT II:
Beginning at an iron stake at the SE corner of a tract of land
owned by Robert Banker, thence westerly 460 feet to an iron
stake at corner of Robert Banker and McDermott property;
thence south with McDermott line 168 feet more or less to a 161/2 foot drive deeded to McDermott; thence in an easterly direction with said drive to the NE corner ofsaid drive; thence south
16-1/2 feet to McDermott tract recorded in Book 145, Page 406.
Thence east 271 feet more or less to an iron stake at the corner
of Charles Windsor property; thence north 184 feet more or less
to the point of beginning.
Being the same property Pamela Banker obtained by surviving
her husband, Robert Banker, who died March 19, 1987, by surviving her mother-in-law, Ruth Banker, who died March 23,
1996, and by deed from Ruble Taylor, et ux., dated July 10.
1979, recorded in Book 160, Card 2739 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay a deposit of
ten percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good
surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date o(sale until paid, and
fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on
the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2000 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 11th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

020
I-Ica.
LET'S Uo Fishing.
Redworms,
Nightcrawlers.
Cold drinks.
Rex's Worm Farm.
4600 Irvin Cobb Road.
Murray. KY.
270-436-2189.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing 759-0768.
!MOOR!!
HOw OPEN!
Country
Thyme
Olde
Store Crafts. primitives
Deli, plate lunches and
country store State Line
Road (West) at Crossing
KY

PHOTOGRAPHER
270-753-1001,

ATTENTION HOUSING
CONTRACTORS
PUBLIC HEARING
Murray Calloway Transit Authority will host
a public hearing at 10:00 a.m. on May 2, 2000
in the office at 607 Poplar Street, Murray,
KY., in consideration of an application for
5311 Federal funds. The budget request for
operating assistance is $95,000. The Capital
assistance request is for $49,000. The funds
are for the period, July 1, 2000 through June
30, 2001, and will be used for rural public
transportation services in the area of Murray
and Calloway County Kentucky.
There' is no significant environmental
impact. Regulations regarding the disabled
and the elderly will be complied with.
Comments may be made in person or through
written submissions. The application is available for public inspection in the MCTA office.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 28, 2000, in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,. Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 8, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

Kathy Coleman obtained title to the above-described property
by virtue ofa deed from George Chu,etux., dated June 14, 1996,
of record in Book 230, Page 551, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 28, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
May 8, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.88-CI-00380

PLAINTIFF

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY.

NOTICE OF SALE

THOMAS WARREN,

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

010

010

010

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Deadline Day & Time
Fri 11 a m
Fri. 11 a m
Mon. 1 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

NOTICE OF UNITED STATES MARSHAL'S SALE
By virtue of a Judgment and Order ofSale entered February 9, 2000,
directed to me and issued from the Office of the Clerk of the United
States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky, at
Paducah, in the action of United States of America v. Peggy J. Ray,
Civil Action No. 5:99CV-305-J, on May 2, 2000, at the hour of 2:00
p.m., at the Calloway County Courthouse door, Murray, Kentucky, I
will sell to the highest and best bidder the following real estate located at 234 Scenic Acres Drive, Murray, Kentucky:

010

VISA

Ad Deadlines
Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

The City of Murray is in the process of compiling a list of eligible contractors for homebuilding, rehabilitation, and demolition work for a
housing revitalization project that will include
approximately 25 homes.
In order to be able to bid you must file an application for approval.
Contractor applications are available at Murray
City Hall and the Purchase Area Development
Center at 1002 Medical Drive, Mayfield.
Small, minority owned, female owned, and
local companies are urged to apply. For further
information contact the Purchase Area
Development District (270-247-7171) or
762-0309.
Hall
Murray
City
impaired
hearing
the
for
Telecommunications
E-mail
1-800-247-2510.
only
call
Tom.Meurer@ maiI.state.ky.us.

m

I3ic4c,re

Happy
Birthday
Joey Andrus
We Love You,
Mom & Dad,
Jeff& Lori,
Ken, Karen
& Kids

in Memory
In Loving Memory
ofAllen R. Benoit
1924-1996
I've set a single place at my
table, I'm dining alone without
my friend.
What can I say to bless this time
what words can I use to fill my
life.
Be with me Lord as I swallow
my lonely tears.
Bless my remembering inspire
me to honor all the love that went
before.
I will set a place in my heart for
his memory, and I will miss him
forever.
Love Dottie
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Legal Notice

060
Help Wand

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.89-CI-00434

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00011

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.
sbmt America's Wholesale Lender,

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,As Servicer,
for Union Planters Bank, NA,
Vd/b/a Peoples First National
Bank & Trust Company,
VS.,

VS.,
STANLEY C. HALE,and
TRACEY D. HALE

JOHNIE R. STEVENS,
JOYCE D. STEVENS; and
CALLOWAY COUNTY,KENTUCKY

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 28, 2000, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 8, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT I:
Lot s No. 331, 332 and 333 in Unit No. Two of the Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision as shown by Plat of the same which is of
record in Plat Book No. 2,Page No. 2. in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed from Bruce H. Derby and
wife, Joyce Derby to Johnie Ray Stevens and wife, Joyce
Darlene Stevens by Deed dated October 17, 1998, of record in
Book 300, Page 416, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
TRACT II
Lot No. 45, Union No. 1, Keniana Lake Shore Heights
Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 3,Page 59, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The above identified lot as described above is transferred and
conveyed subject to all protective covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions and covenants running with said land which are shown on the plat of Keniana
Scenic Valley Subdivision, Union No. 1, which is of record in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book
No. 2, Page No. 43.
Being the same property conveyed to Johnie Ray Stevens and
wife, Joyce Darlene Stevens, by virtue of a deed from Willie G.
Beal. et ux., dated September 2, 1998, and of record in Deed
Book 295, Page 274, in the Clerk's office of the Calloway County
Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent 10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad
valorem taxes.
DATED this 11th day of April, 2000.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060

131.r.eis.44e:a y

If You See
This Turkey
Hunter Wish
Him A
Belated
Happy 30th
020
Notice
$200.00 Reward for finding or giving their location.
Lost: 2 large reddish
brown female dogs. Last
seen in Almo Dexter Bottoms. 4-14-00. Children's
pets, please call 753-6800,
753-3113 or 762-5217. No
questions asked.

IMMEDIATE Opening fo
experienced
waitress
counter person. Apply a
Pam's Deli & Cakes. 410
Main St.. Murray.

9 011 jiri

753-7113

"
7 I M

THE CARD MERCHANT
524 S. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-6980

Non-Sports Cards • Magic The Gathering
Pokemon • Star Wars • Comics
HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. by Appointment

Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and a Northeast corner of the Kenneth McCuiston
Property, Deed Book 160, Card 289, said point being a #4 rebar
set 620.06 feet North of the centerline of the Cherry CornerNew Concord Road, 20.00 feet West of the centerline of the
Cherry Corner-Pottertown Road and 3.63 feet North of a fence
post;
thence; South 86 degrees 38'40" West - 243.33 feet with the said
McCuiston Property to an existing fence post, #4 rebar set, the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 03 degrees 12'32' West - 165.00 feet with the said
McCuiston East Property Line to a #4 rebar set at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 86 deg. 38' 41" East - 243.53 feet with the said
McCuiston Property to an existing fence post, #4 rebar set, at
the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
thence, South 03 degrees 08' 19" East - 165.00 feet with the
West side ofthe Cherry Corner-Pottertown Road to the point of
beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Stanley C.
Hale and wife, Tracey D. Hale, by deed from Michael Garrison
and Tamra Garrison, dated September 30, 1998, of record in
Deed Book 297, Page 631,in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to pay one-third of
the purchase price down,and to execute bond with good surety for the
remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and
paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2000 ad valorem
taxes.

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
060
Help Wanted
AG Technician Wanted
Must be able to work on
farm equipment Must furnish own tools. Excellent
benefits & pay. Call 270247-4456. Mon- Fri. 8-4.

Bookkeeper Office Manager
Automobile dealership
Murray,
Kentucky - with
experience in computers,
payroll,
general ledger, tax
returns etc.
Send resume to
BookkeeperOffice Manager
P.O. Box 825 or
Fax 759-1013
Murray, KY 42071

Hip Vilealad

LPN
Shady Lawn has openings
for LPN- Full and part time
Sign on bonus offered
Apply in person 2582
Cerulean Road. Cadiz
EOE

ATTN Boyd Bros has
immediate openings for
entry- level truck drivers
No experience necessary
Earn $500 to $800 per
week and get home weekly' No CDP No problem
15 day CDL training available 1-800-242-7364
IMMEDIATE Opening Full
Time office assistant to
handle
payroll.
AP
Pertinent education and/ or
experience
preferred
Competitive pay, benefits
Call 753-1434 dunng MonFri business hours application

NEW
Upscale Salon
Opening Soon in Murray.
Now hiring management &
stylists Guaranteed excellent pay Please call
901-642-6494.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime & nighttime
dishwashers Also Hot Bar
attendant Apply in person,
ME Bel-air
Shopping
Center

West Kentucky
Technical
College
Tractor/
Trailer
Driver
Training
888-722-1919

Work From Home
On Your Computer
Internet Marketing
Opportunity
$500/ $6000/ month.
1-888-698-5060.
wwin.renuyouride.net

Let us put
you on the
road to a

NEW
CAREER
.4 Week Program
'Day or Evening
Classes
*Job Placement

Tuition Reimbursement Available
Train in Mayfield. KY

Assistance
F

a•-.•

t

PAPER CARRIER
Full-Time Substitute For
County Routes
Must have drivers license with clean driving record, insurance and reliable automobile. Paid training.
Apply in person after 10 a.m. to:
Janet Walker
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
No Phone Calls Please

BOAT/MOTOR-PARTS/SERVICE MANAGER
With knowledge of Evinrude & Mercury
Outboards, OMC,Volvo Penta & MerCruiser Stern
Drives - Computer skills associated with parts
ordering and inventory, warranty work,etc. Work 5112 days a week, Monday through Saturday at noon,
seasonally March 1 through first week of
November. Retiree's welcome. Send resume or
bring to SPORTSMAN'S BOAT WORKS,12800
US HWY 68 E., Benton, KY 42025 on Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek.. adjacent to Sportsman's Anchor
Resort and Marina.

DATED this 11th day of April, 2000.

We are looking to fill a top administrative position with a local GRAVES
COUNTY PERSONAL CARE HOME.
Salary commensurant with skill and
experience. Expertise in people skills,
health care, and business management would be MOST helpful. Position
available May 1st 2000. You may fax
resume to 270-683-8317. We will
respond by April 25 if interested.

HELP WANTED

28 Year Anniversary
713 S. 121h Si. 111.RR ‘N.
42o7i

A 0.922 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, January, 1992, located on the
Cherry Corner-Pottertown Road approximately 5.7 miles
Southeast of the intersection ofTwelfth and Main Streets in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more
particularly described as follows:

ATTENTION READERS:

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 28, 2000,in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
May 8, 2000, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:

060

Help Mond

HOLLAND Medical- A
leading provider of home
respiratory and medical
equipment is currently
accepting applications for
the following positions:
060
LOST: Outside Hazel
Billing/ Collections
Hobo Warded
Small puppy. 1/2 Lab.
Representative- Excellent
Brack w white feet and
phone and communication
chest Needs medication.
PART-TIME employmen
skills as well as some com492-6294
Brass Lantern Restaurant
puter experience required.
FOUND. Mixed between in Aurora, Ky; Applications Service
TechnicianBad dog & Chocolate Lab. now being taken for Excellent
communication
Male, well behaved. servers, bus persons, and
skills and a good driving
Chestnut St. area.
kitchen workers.
record required
753-8396
Cad 474-2773 this week.
These are full time positions with health, dental,
vision, prescription, 401(K)
and paid Holiday benefits
available Interested candi"CASH IN t% El. Mill"
dates should call (270)753Loans On Anything Of Value
1465 Ext.' 121 to schedule
e Tote The Note Auto Sales
an interview.
Car.• I nit Ist, • Cm, • Iluii‘ics • I
Stem"•
:if I 111111
fit • I
• .Ii. v“,111‘
Siandp.• Mamekoll I arils •
•
illancon.
050
Lost and Found

NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

EE Pregnancy
Lite House
753 -0700.

PLAINTIFF

FOR Midnights Must have
computer & phone skills
Resumes only sent to
104N 5th St
Suite 208
Murray, KY 42071
FULL time lob opening for
reliable person for Termite
Department Experience
preferred but not required
Good pay & benefits with
opportunities for advance• ment Applicants must be
neat in appearance Apply
in person weekdays 9 00
to 300 at 1302 N 12th St
Murray, KY
EXPERIENCED Framing
carpenters Apply at Job
site. See Buddy at New
Cracker Barrel in front of
Old Wal-Mart
REALTORS NEEDED
Would you be interested in
a career in Real Estate?
Call A-Plus Realty
753-3100

060
Help Wanted

Taking applications for cooks, counter
help and car hops for all shifts.

060
Help Wanted

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Help Warded

Agricultural
Workers Needed
06/08/00 — 01/15/01
07/01/00 — 01/15/01
Wages: $6.39 per hour and $7.00 per
hour depending on job performed.
75% of hours listed on job order will
be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence
paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

LOCAL
Equipment
Dealership has opening for
full-time parts position.
Must have AG background
& excellent communication
skills. Mail resume to. Parts
Dept. 503 Walnut St
Murray, KY 42071.
LOCAL
Equipment
Dealership has opening for
full-time parts position.
Must have AG background
& excellent communication
skills. Mail resume to. Parts
Dept. 503 Walnut St
Murray, KY 42071.
SEEKING
Qualified
Candidates for the following Service technician Must be experienced in
diagnosis, repair of residential, commercial equipment and
have
KY
Journeyman and EPA
Certification. HVAC sheet
metal/ ductwork installers
for residential and commercial application. Paid
Holidays and vacation,
training
reimbursement
and other benefits. 7592288.
SIGN On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
for full or part time RN
charge nurse position. Sign
on bonus of $1,000.
offered. Apply in person.
2582 Cerulean Road,
Cadiz E.O.E.
NOW accepting outside
alterations.
at Corn-Austin.
090
'c &Childcare

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSE
Cleaning
or
Ironing, 474-2131, leave
message.
NEED
Experienced
Babysitter to keep 3 month
old twins Starting June
Call 767-0405
WILL Sit with sick or elderly. Great references. Call
after 5p.m. 270-759-9778.

Apply in person, no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S. 12th St

5 PERMANENT PROFESSIONAL

OFFERS
Due to company promotions. 5 openings
exist now for

Sports minded
person in the local branch of a large organization If
selected, you will be given 3 weeks expense paid
classroom training We provide complete company
benefits Maior medical dental. 401k savings plan
Guaranteed income to start 55.200'first 13 wks All
promotions are based on merit not seniority.
For confidential interview/appt.
Call today & tomorrow
8.30 am,- 6.30 p.m.
Call 270-753-5986
Ask for Joe West
E.O.E.

Computers
FREE Web Sites!
or Premiere For Only
$30/ mo.
www.wave3web.com/
ienniterwolf
753-7838.
GOT Computer
Questions?
Call Tony Powell
(270)-753-9206
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates
Internet Service
South On Route 121
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
NEW COMPUTER
with Accessories $1800
759-0582

Want to Buy

sigAwcocao
Captain D's at 700 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky., is
now interviewing for day, evening and weekend positions for our dining room and counter
staffs.

,f0eCENSUS 2000 is
recruiting individuals to
help take the Census in

communities across the country.
This job offers flexible hours, pays 59.50/hr. plus
S.325/mile, and work close to home. If you want a second job or are retired, ifs perfect! Most Census field jobs
last approximately four to six weeks. We provide training
and mileage reimbursement, and we pay our Census takers and crew leaders weekly. We need you, so call us at
270-885-8216 or Our toll free number.

toll free

Do it now!

1-888-325-7733
www.census.gov/jobs2000
Urdii
ted States

AN IMPORTANT JOBTHAT PAYS

c

0

Flexible schedules. Benefits include meal policy, opportunity for advancement, plus you
have the opportunity to earn up to a $1,000
college scholarships
Contact Charlotte Edmonson at 753-9383 to
arrange an interview
Equal Opportunity Employer

A ADVERTISING Antiques,
Collectibles, toys. Cash
paid. 759-3456.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
12th,
Murray
WANTED
Good, used
washer, dryer & refrigerator. Please call 753-9267
150

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
Will you earn S30 000-535.000 this year and more
in future years? Fortune 500 company in its eighth
decade of growth needs three manager !minor
in this area
Are you
*Sports Minded
*Goal Oriented
*Ambitious
*Bondable with good reference
If you qualify, you will be guaranteed
*Minimum two weeks expense-paid training
*Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement
possibilities await you Act today for a secure
tomorrow
CALL TODAY OR TOMORROW ONLY
9am -6pm • 270-753-5986
Ask For Bill Neal

Aikidos
Fortino
BRAND newt Indosh AIWA
car CD player. $120 OBO
762-1682
CARDIOSLIDE Call
759-2599
ROYAL Blue Long Satin
Prom Dress, Size 8 Worn
Once
Call 489-2544,
Leave A Message
VACUUM Cleaners, bags,
bees & hoses Kirby supplies
Jerry's Sporting
Goods in Mayfield
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1 Large upright & 1 large
chest type freezer $80
each 753-8612
Fumlaainp

RED Metal bunk beds,
good condition mattresses not included $100
492-8678 after 5p m
SOFA 90 inches long
Made by Carson Light
rose & taupe blended
abstract pattern Like new
$300 753-2504
SOLID 5pc bedroom suite
Beautiful dark marble finsh $450 759-1246

SELLING Riding mowers
Also buying riders needing
work 436-2867

11FT J D Disc 10 and 12t1
Brillion Cultimulcher Used
metal post, 300bu Gravity
wagon 492-8790 after
6pm

1985 1470 Fleetwood
mobile home on 2 lots 2
wells
3 outbuildings
Partially furnished Many
recent home improvements
$29.000
Crossland, TN Call 4988980
1993 MOBILE Home Set
up on 5 acres New
Concord area $35,000
obo
436-249
1996
FLEETWOOD
16x80
3br, 2 bath
Beautiful Priced to Sell'
Low fixed rate 559-6051
1 ACRE With 14x70 Mobile
Home Covered porch,
new garage
$21.500
Bargain State Line Road
901-247-3068
98 Bank repo mobile home
located in local park Setup and ready to move in
Easy financing
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext 774
DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building
12ft high sliding doors.
plus more 1 mile from
lake 762-0032. 753-9961

VERMEER Round Baler
605 Super F Series Field
Ready 753-8480 after
6pm

PICK(H
k.s

1500 gal. plastic water tank — Scaffold
Wagon — Alum. truck tool box — Tob
boom spray — Transfer pump 5 H — TuftLine 8' disk — Irrigation System: Berkley
pump & trailer, Onan 20H Engine, sweep
sprinkler, gunstand, 1000" pipe.

270-759-1723

1986 Electric Yamaha Got
Cart New batteries in
1994
Soft windshield
enclosure, charger. spare
tire included $1200 7591254 or 759-1209

4 lots. 120ft/200ft. 1997
16x70
mobile
home.
garage, & other out buildings Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own

Mobile Horne Lots For Rent

Musical

1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
6012
_
_
LOT For Rent 753-9866

FENDER Fretless J-Bass
guitar with hardshell case
$400 Call 753-4838 after
3:30p m.

LOTS For rent
Toskana Place
753-9270

FOR all your recording
needs. Sunray Recording
Studio. Now open by
appointment only
For information
\436-5362 or 435-4619
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray
Guitars. Amps, Strings.
Picks. etc. Hours:
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat.
PIANO For Sale Spinet.
Console. Take on small
payment. Zero down with
good credit. See locally.
Call (800)346-1775

ONE lot on Murray
Paris Road 2 lots on 641
492-8488
300
Business Rentals

owell
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C 'CELLED

YARD
SALE

4BR. 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118

-Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
Orkin& ‘ciural hcat & MrI
•Recepiwnisi
*Sprinkler ',ten)

*Muted Areas are tree including.
Kitchowtte. Bredkrixini
Conk:I-crux Room
•Usic ot tat machine A. 1.11111C1

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate

MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
New Belmont 2000. 16x80, 4 Br., 2 Bth.,
Quality Thru-Out The Home, Only $23.900.
Brand New 16x80 Southern Lifestyle 1998
Model. 3 Br.. 2 Mb., Super Deluxe. Reduced
5.5.000. Free Delivery & Set-Up.
Doublewides. 1999 Models. All Reduced
$10,000. Stop By & Look Before You Buy.

LAKELAND QUALITY HOMES
88 N. Main, Benton, KY
270-527-5253

Zhe.

MOVER
POTTS'
Bedding Plants, Trailing Petunias,
Geraniums, Hanging Baskets,
Perennial Flowers & Tomato Plants
Weekdays 2-6 p.m. - Sat. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
1107 Potts Road
1/ mile off Hwy. 121 between Stella and Cold% afro

489-2756
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles

N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post

frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

1

EXTRA nice 28r., 2 bath,
garage, triplex all appliances
included.
W/D
hookup. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
759-5238.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
large living room, kitchen.
& bath, w/d. cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry $190. plus deposit
of $125 Utilities included
753-9211
340
Rooms For Rost
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109
2 bedroom, gas heat, air
conditioned, carport. storage shed, washer, dryer
$400 a month. NO PETS
Lease & deposit required
753-7920.
2-3BR. 1 & 1/2 baths.
Appliances furnished. No
pets Deposit & lease
required. 753-4181 or
489-2181.
28R Brick House 5 miles
East of Murray In Elm
Grove Vicinity 753-9865
2BR Plus upstairs Some
appliances available $400
month 753-8981 No pets
3 or 4br, 1 bath. W/carport
$285/ mo plus deposit.
753-9826.

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible. Phone.
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
3BR , 1 full bath (2) 1/2
Housing Opportunity
baths 208 S 12th St 753HILLDALE
Apartments
now taking applications for 3415 or 753-7123
STUDENTS, Excellent 3br,
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts
2 bath house. Close to
Equal Opportunity
campus. Available 4-1 Call
Housing
Mur-Cal Realty.
TDD# 1-800-545-1833
753-4444
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM
MAKE University Heights
Apts your home "Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
Neon Beach
assisted apts These apts
Mini-Storage
are for families, disabled,
All Size Units
handicapped. senior citiAvailable
zens, wheel chair accessible For more info call
270-759-2282 Mon, Wed
& Thurs 9am- 5pm 1734
C-STORAGE
Campbell Street For
10x15 storage units 4th St
hearing impaired only call
1-800-648-6056
Equal & Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
Housing Opportunity
753-3571

753-3853

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD I-800-545-1833-EXT 283
, One and Two Bedroom Apartment.
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

YARD
SALE
2210
Edinborough
April 22
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
No Early Sales

110

1

11111tam Fere*

123 Acme"
10 6 ACRES 1 miles to
Panorama
Shores
Pasture,
city
water
$17,950 Terms 753-4984
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pock your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for private showing today 7532905

STORAGE

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Indosh AIWA
$120 OBO

Office

Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri 90O-4 30• Call For Infoimation 759-0633
WE ARE SEROUS ABOUT Eruspr,

UTER
s. $1800.
2

G Antiques,
oys Cash

illftsWaftliwt
113LeRir"
[
AVAILABLE immediately
CREEKVIEW STORAGE1&2 bedroom apts Also 1 $20-$40 On Center
Space
Drive
bedroom handicap accesBehind Tom's Grille
Various size units
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
759-4081
Walnut Plaza
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
NORTHWOOD
storage
104 N. 5th
Phone 759-4984
presently has units availHousing
Equal
753-9621
able 753-2905 or 753Opportunity
7536
COMPLETELY Remodeled
2br, 1 bath 3 miles from
town C/H/A Lease &
1 OR 2br apts near down- deposit required Call
town Murray starting at
753-5719 Q1 753-2647
$200,mo 753-4109
EXTRA Nice
, 11,2 bath
1BR apt available, all appli- townhouse All appliances
119 Main • 753-6266
ances furnished Mur-Cal included 1 year lease. 1
month deposit No pets
Realty 753-4444
IBR Apt across the Street 753-2905
& Supplies
from MSU Has w/d, stove, NEW Ibr apt University
refrigerator C/H/A Year Heights Stove, refngera- AKC Registered Golden
tor. dishwasher, w/d. $325
lea
Retriever Puppies
Deposit, no pets_
3 Females $200 Colors
753-4937 M.F. 8-5
Dark To Light Golden No
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- History Of Hip Dysplasia
1BR Apt Partial utilities 4br house w/washer & Shots & Wormed Sire &
paid $150 / month plus dryer. furnished, near Dame On Premises. Dame
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main Also For Sale $200 270deposit Close to MSU
753-2934 or 753-5094
St 753-1252 before 5pm, 474-8340 Please Leave a
Message
.3-0606 after 5pm
1BR Duplex near down- 75
AKC Sheltie puppies
town and Hospital 753NOW available
2853 leave message
1 room studio, lust off cam- Taking orders now Will be
ready around May 10
pus New carpet. remod1BR Upstairs Apt
Sable & white
eled Coleman RE 759Acrosstrom campus
Day 270-753-9892
4118
No pets
Night 270-489-6133
Call 753-5980
QUIET Area 1br. 1 bath
Ask for Kim
&gas heat & air All appli1BR . 5200-5225 Various ances included 1 year DOG obedience classes or
locations Coleman RE lease, 1 month deposit No private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
pets Call 753-2905.
759-4118
RED OAKS
1BR , like new.dishwasher.
TOY Poodles for sale
APTS. pecial
W/D Diuguid Dr
270-489-2761
$100 Deposit
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR From $280
2BR Apt near campus, no
2BR From $325
pets Days 753-5980 753Call Today!
1203 after 5pm
753-8668.
HORSEBOARDING Good
2BR. WO hook- up
Section 8 Property now pasture & water Very reaCarport No pets $345
accepting applications for sonable rates 489-2918
753-6931
1. 2 & 38R apartments
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Please call 753-8221
Realty 753-4444
EHO
Yard Sale
2BR. duplex. Central H/A, SPACIOUS,
Very nice
good location. appliances. duplex 2br. 2 full
baths,
Coleman RE 759-4118
garage
Located
on
2BR near MSU, central Michelle Drive Just North
H/A, Washer' dryer fur- of town behind Cain's All
nished furniture optional
appliances
included
Coleman RE 759-4118
Washer/ dryer dishwasher,
109 S. 10th St.
28R . newly remodeled, garbage disposal All the
Lease/ deposit
very nice, central 1-1/A, near extras
Thurs., April 20
required Call after 5p m
MSUSU $300 No pets
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
767-0912
Coleman RE 759-4118
Toys, baby
3BR, 2 bath Condoplex All VERY Roomy 2br, 2 bath
clothes,
tapes,
with
garage
All
appliances
appliances, water & sewer
books, stuffed
included Available to rent included with w/d. 1yr
May 1 2000 Call 753- lease 1 month deposit No
animals.
pets 753-2905
0834 or 759-9835

DEPOSIT & 1/2 Utilties
$200/mo 759-3768

b.com/
olf
uter

f

&KS*
1520 CANTERBURY Very
nice, large 2 story, 4br
Price reduced Immediate
possession
436-5922
2390 sqft
3br. 2 bath concrete
dnveway 30x40 shop outbuilding, 17 acres w/pond
492-6222
3BR, 2 bath brick home
Almost new, cathedral ceilings White kitchen, 2 car
garage $91,200
753-6038
3YR Old Home for sale in
Cambridge Subdivision.
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A.
Ventless gas fireplace, 2
car garage, large deck
Nice yard & location For
appointment call 753-3440
BUILT New in 1996 This
3br, 1 bath has C/H/A,
2424 garage, 8x10 outbuilding & deck on approx
1/2 acre $67,500 Call
753-2402
EXCELLENT Rental property Large house with 3brs
on main floor 1br apt in
basement. Large lot with 3
car garage Plenty room for
parking in back of house
Walk to MSU Currently
renting for $900 mo,
potential for more. After
5p.m call 759-2174
FOR Sale By Owner: Brick
3br, 2 bath house. C/A &
gas heat City water on 1
acre lot Located approx 4
miles from Murray in the
Southwest School District
at 684 Crossland Road.
Stock barn and additional
acreage are available Call
753-8151.

38R. 1 bath C/H/A, good
condition Lot & 1/2 In
quiet county subdivision
$62.000 753-8052
3BR, 112 Bath Sun room
Extra lot $73,000
759-1719
NEW 4br. 2t .2 bath
2100sq ft living space
Plus unfinished bonus
room. plus 2 car garage.
City utilities, corner lot
$139.900 753-9735
OLDER 2 story home in
Hazel, next to Tooters
4 BR. 2 1/2 car garage
New heat & air $49,900
Call 492-8144
REDUCED
Almo area 5br, 21/2 baths
Also 36x36 Building on lot
$81,500 Call Kim at Park
Avenue Properties
362-4224, 362-4148

FOR SALE

1806 Concord Dr.
Southwest Villa
Subd.
Friday
7:00 a.m.
Baby clothes, exercise equipment,
baseball cards &
lots more

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale, city limits
Underground utilities
270-435-4487.
1-888-673-0040

Owner Financing
with reasonable
down payment.

20 ACRE Farm 3br Brick
Stock & tobacco barn,
tobacco base 5 miles
South of Tn-City on Hwy
97 In Graves County Call
270-759-4998
25 ACRES Near Airport
Road 2br home, barn,
water $75,000 Terms,
753-9302
APPROX 8 5 acres will
divide in half Just off Coles
Campground Road on
Springs Rd 753-9502,
559-5062

TUESDAY"APRIL 25 ** 7:00 P.M.
SOUTH HAZEL. TENNESSEE
Auction will be held on the property located on 125
State Street.
Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Sales in corporation with Doug Taylor Auction Service has been
commissioned by Thomas H. Gibson heirs to sell
this choice piece of propeny at absolute auction
3 BEDROOM ALUMINUM SIDING
RESIDENCE, 1200 SQ. FT. HEATED AREA.
ON 150' x 326' LOT
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
House features living room. kitchen w/birch cabinets, built-in stove, dishwasher & refrigerator soice
maker, combination dining area. 3 bedrooms. I bath.
utility room, gas stove w/natural gas heat & full
length front porch. The interior of the home is sheet
rock:
GREAT OPPORTUNITY
FOR HOME OR RENTAL
INVESTMENT IN AN AFFORDABLE
PRICE RANGE.
This choice piece of property is iikally located conveniently to Paris, Murray & Mayfield. Located in
Tennessee. near the Kentucky line.
This home has aluminum siding. good roof, electric
breaker box. storm windows & doors.

711 Payne St.
2 hr., w/garage &
triple deep lot.

Level lot w/shade & fruit trees'. storage building &
garden spot.

415 South 10th

SEE US: www.alexanderauctions.com

2 br.. with carport.

Your choice
$39,900. 435-4632

&AWs
79 KAW 400 12,000 org
miles Excellent condition
$800 Call after 7p m
270-436-2973
92 Kawasaki Ninia 600R
WI 1.629 miles $2500 7534445
HONDA 70 Good condition $1,000 489-2740

BEAUTIFUL, LIKE NEW
COUNTRY STYLE HOME
3-4 Bedroom, 2-1/2 bath, 2,750 sq. ft. living area and 2 car garage. First floor master suite with whirlpool tub with separate
shower, 25 acres, South Marshall schools.
Your country dream come true. $198,900.
Ask For Randall Dawson

Century 21 Service Realty
800-356-9192

Global Mortgage Link
Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans
•Zero Down - Great rates
•3% & 5% Down
•10% & 20% Down Etc.
•Investment Property
(Duplex - 4 Plex)
•Refi & Refi Cash Out
•Home Equity, 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125%
•Many Other Loan Programs

RESIDENCE DISCLOSURE ON
LEAD-BASED PAINT AND LEAD-BASED
PAINT HAZARDS
Purchaser is inlormed house Inuit prior to 1471i and notification
is gisen properts may present eXpONIlle 10 lead-based paint
REAL ESTATE TERMS. 20`1 Down skis ill Auction pasable in
Cash,Cashiers Check. and Current Bank letter of Credit made to
Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Sales required by all person,
not personally known hy auction compans Balance due within
.10 days upon delis ery of Deed
A PREAUCTION INSPECTION IS INVITED BY
CALLING THE AUCTION COMPANIES
For more information or brochure call:

Doug Taylor Auction Service
Doug Taylor. Auctioneer, TFI,#1782
Puryear, TN
(901) 247-3784

Alexander
Auctions & Real Estate Sales
Marvin E. Alexander,CAI Auctioneer 1.1.. 9; T.F.L. 107
239 University Street * Martin. TN 38237
Office (9011 587-4244

PUBLIC AUCTION
TUESDAY ** APRIL 25 ** 5:30 P.M. ** 2000
Rain or Shine
Pt RN I-. AR. TN - HAZEL. K Y
Auc011
i1 held lin the propenHi.s on H ) r14 1, sui,t south tit the
Tennessee & Keniusks line at the south edge iii flatel kkatsh Ii
auction arrows
SELLING TO SETTLE.THE HINDA JACK.SON F.STATE
Alexander Auctions & Real Estate Saks has been commissioned
I),the heirs of the Jackson Estate to sell this choke property al
ABSOLUTE AUCTION.
DWELLING
COMMERCIAL STORE BUILDING
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION

MASONRY 2 BEDROOM

Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

1.120 SQ. FT. MASONRY DWELLING .80 FT. x 200 EL LOT
Family Dwelling with Lis ingroom. 2 Bedrooms
Kitchen/Dining Combination. and Bath Gas Heat, Paneling.
Carpeting. 6x20 Porch House needs decorating and otters a hands
man the perfect opportunity to make a good insestment Les el Lot
with Shade Trees and Deep Garden Spot
. .,
—..,
Single

1321 OLIVE BLVD.
3 bedroom, 1.5 bath. large living room,
dining room, full attic, full basement,
kitchen has white custom cabinets with
Surell tops, tile floors in kitchen and bath.
Screened in front porch. hardwood floors
throughout, built in entertainment cabinet,
plenty of storage, completely redone over
the last 4 years, moving must sell - asking
$137,500.

.."

•;;.:.:rovatoggp,-.
3.304 SQ. FT. COMMERCIAL BUILDING
125 Ft. a 200 Ft. Level Lot

Store Building Building suitable tor I or
businesses with 6 to 7 different rooms and restroom including
retail area. offices & garage area with two oserhead doors on north
and two frame doors on south side Front portion has a Tram. gas
oserhead heating unit
Deep Lot offers trom parking and plenty ot land tor rear park ow
Concrete Block & frame
More

753-1890
RESORT PROPERTY AUCTION
Oa Kentucky Lake
SATURDAYS APRIL 29_, 10 A.M.
OAK SHORE RESORT

L.Q1,141

is ,50.000Swaff Ertl
and A Beautiful Point

LOTS Have Been Sold
and a Beautiful Home Built.
All Lots Are Tree Covered and Haw Excellent Views,
Good Roads, Electricity. For 1Neekend Property or
Residential Property.
ALLOithre_APINQUA Building 1--,k4

RI'S*

,
PUBLIC AUCTION

270-759-1610

6 WATERFRONT LOTS
18 OFF SHORE LOTS
11 ,2 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray 753-1967

%Mks Sill

3 BR - 2 BA
Central HVAC
903 Southwood Dr.
Low Down Payment

THE AMERICAN DREAM (Home Ownership)

Garage
Sale
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Directions: From Hwy. 79 go North on Hwy. 121, Pass
the Kentucky State Line to the 2 %file Marker. Turn
East at New Mt. Carmel Church to %alentines Road,
go 4 Miles to property at the end of Bailey Cemetery
Road.
Announcements %lade At Auction fake Precedence
Over All Other Adsertisements

Owners arid Sales Management resene the right to lifter sepaiak.
and combined
Prime Property suitable tor new des elopment south ,.I
KentuckyrTenncssee Line 205 Feet trf frontage and 200 I ei.i
Depth
RESIDENCE DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION ON

LEAD-BASED PAINT AND LEAD-BASED
PAINT HAZARDS
Lead warning statement.

Esery prospectIse pursha•.er is inlormed this house was h$011
prior to 19711 and Wills at inn 11 goen that the properl 1110 pres
em exposure to lead based paint Prope, me pur,hasers are
granted by law 10 days the right to base this home inspected tor
lead-based paint The period ol tone allowed tor risk assessment
or inspection for possible lead based paint haiactis began on
April 12, 2(11)0 with the first adsenisement tor the sale of this
properly at auction
REAL ESTATE TERMS 20'11 Down $1.1% 01 Allt11011 pa‘ahle iii
Cash. Cashiers Check. and Current Bank Letter of Credit mule to
Alexander Auctions & Real 1'slateSale. required hs all per.on,
not personally known by auction company Balance due within
10 (lass upon Misers id Deed
For more information or brochure call:

Doug Taylor Auction Service
Doug Taylor, Auctioneer
Puryear, TN
(901) 247-3784

Alexander
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
2850 AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY • SUITE 100
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38128 •(901) 382-5731
NATIONWIDE AUCTIONEERS-LIOUIDATORS
1-800892-2288
www.delta.euCtiOfl.net

Auctions & Real Estate Sales
Alan in E. Alexander.('Al Auctioneer T.I,. 9; T.F.L. 107
239 University Street • Martin, TN 38237
016re mei i 917.4244 *9 Hebpsge: wwv.ainanderseetios.com
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

in..

lletUelaVeldelee

1993
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee 4x4
White
104 xxx miles $8400 7532278

Carpentry,
All
Electrical. Horne building.
ALL

Vans
[
11121
1995 DODGE Caravan
owner, low miles. White,
extra nice. Call 759-5238

Used Trucks
1985 CHEVY Truck Lwb
350 New tires $1500
OBO Call 759-3513
1998 S-10 27,xxx miles
S10.000 obo Must sell
767-0556
2000 FORD XLT. F-150
26,xxx miles. Loaded
753-2041 before 9p m
89 Chevy Suburban 1/2
ton Silverado. 350, auto,
loaded, alum wheels, 3rd
seat $3700 753-7299

additions,
remodeling.
porches. decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roots
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept Vistier Mastercard
BUSH HOG ING
No Job is too big or small
Dependable, honest and
hard working Free estimates 753-4692 Ask for
Billy

DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645

David's Cleaning
Services
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Horne
• Brick • All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dnveways
David Borders

Phone 1270) 759-4734

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660
1988 40hp Yamaha, steering, new rebuild, nice
$1700 with control box
753-4186

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal & tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling.
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
AFFORDABLE Lawn Care
Free Estimates
753-4381
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's. TV Towers, rotors
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales
Service and Installation

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.
III Cement Boards
II Grouts IN Mortars
1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

'99.95

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
FREE
to PRIMESTAR
Dish Network
Customers!!
Installed In
Your llome,

d'sh 1110A
'Z'

"

DIRECTV

Best Prices On Pagers & Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
to Pizza Hut r

vinipkins Pressure Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
*HOUSES
*FARM FACILITIES
*DECK & PATIO RESEALING
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

Scott Lam pkins

(270) 767-0062

Paul's Pools
*Above Ground Pools
.Weekly Maintenance

•Installation
•Service

Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands. Kenmore 304
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
ART WORK
Hand Painted wall borders,
ceiling medallions. furniture & more 15yrs experience Cheryl Homer. Pans.
TN 901-644-1855 6-9am
& 6-9pm
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system.
drive-ways, hauling, foundations. etc 436-2113
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free estimates 759-0276

ictimmommd

By Pet
Fencing

Landscape
Lawncare

Decks

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

Lam h Dr-e,xtizer'sLl

—Moving
Cross Counny Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753.2555

Owner& Operator
*Luke Lamb*

rjri mt.amb Brothers
Tree Service

LAWN Mowing
759-1601
MITCHELL Brothers
Paving
Industrial, commercial, &
residential Seal coating &
excavating
753-1537
435-4628
492-6141

530
Services Meted

270-436-2269
1-800-621-6907
LICENSED at LNSUI1ED
-

(I

Tree Trannun

1

Cleanup Se..' t

24 HI Nrn e
t:

Hed

Is
anani)

lilt

Line of

Pitt‘f1:11 "4.
1,:ttab

MOWING And Trimming
Small to average lots within city limits of Murray Cali
Steve 767-9178
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Carr
Fencing, Mowing &
Landscaping Ask for
Jason 753-5904
RICKS Roofing & Repairs
Shingles flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
ROOF LEAKING'
)
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
Plus...all other home improvements
David Gallimore. Owner
Free Estimates

901-247-5422

M.S. Construction

RUDOLPH'S Lawn Care
Mowing
Trimming,
Landscaping.
Etc
Experienced
and
Dependable
-FREE ESTIMATES"
753-9095

4q
am
AMIN
MEM

—1

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching. aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
Free Column

AM%
NNW

magas

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

DEA]
uses thi
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forks
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Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

FREE Puppies' 6wks old
Black & some tan Part
Golden Retriever. Reatly
now. Call 753-5933

Call 753-1916 For Details

We Specialize in Cleaning"

JOE SMITH CARPET

1998 Pontoon 20' Fish
Cruise. 60hp. trolling
motor, 2 live wells, depth
finder, ladder Full cover,
trailer. Like new, $9800.
435-4423

Qw

CUSTOM bulldozing & DECKS, Roofing vinyl sidbackhoe work septic sys- ing Quality work Free estitems, 354-8161 after 4pm mates Over 25 years
Horace Sholar
experience
Gerald
Walters
CUSTOM Tractor Work
753-2592
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Free Estimates
Trimming, removal, stump
Gerald Carroll Owner
grinding, firewood Insured
Phone 270-492-6159
489-2839
Cell 853-4188
GET your tiller or lawnCUSTOM Tractor Work
mower ready
Garden Tilling- Drive
Call Cecil McLeod's
Ways Graded- Box Blade Small Engine Repair Pick
Work- Bushhogging
up and delivery
Free Estimates
753-9814
Gerald Carroll, Owner
GUTTERS
Phone 270-492-6159
High quality seamless aluCell 853-4188
minum gutters, gutter supD&D ROOFING
plies gutter repair and
Call us for all of your roofshutters Variety of colors
ing needs 436-2613
Free estimates Call West
DAVID'S HOME
Ky Seamless Gutters
IMPROVEMENT
753-0278
•Replace rotten or water
HARVEY'S lawn mowing
damaged floors
489-2966
•Install braces &
floor
joists under houses for
LAMB Brothers Moving
sagging or weak floors
Contractors, cross country
•Replace or repair water
or local Licensed &
and drain lines
Insured Luke Lamb
•Install moisture barriers
270-753-2555
Plus... all other home
1-877-902-5262
improvements
David
LAWN Mowing Service
Gallimore. Owner. Free
759-4564
Estimates. 901-247-5422.

1995 EXPLORER 4wd,
2dr, 6cyl Expedition trim.
extra nice $13.900 Call
435-4423
1996 Chevy S-10 Blazer
4x4. 56.000
LS 4DR
miles $13.500 After 5PM
753-1580
1999 EXPLORER XLT 40,
V-6. 2wd CD & tape player Loaded 6,xxx miles
753-2571 ask for Jon
91 Ford Explorer 4x4
CARPORTS for cars and
134.xxx miles 753-4445
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protecUsed Cwe
tion, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
1990 NISSAN Maxima
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Rear Damage $1500
Additions, garages, decks,
753-0212. 800-4 30
remodeling vinyl siding
753-9644. after 5 30
20Yrs experience
1993
Bonneville
SE
753-5592
Keyless entry, power seat.
CONCRETE Finishing
windows & locks
436-2731
•Driveways
•Patios
1995 DODGE Neon 5spd
•Sidewalks
1 owner 103,xxx $5,000
•Free estimates
Call 489-2996
435-4619
82 Subaru GL 4dr , good
ELECTRICAL
condition, auto, air, great
New coritruction,
gas mileage $1.000 OBO
remodeling, or Just replac753-7299
ing a switch
92 Nissan Maxima Red,
Licensed & Insured
107,xxx plus miles $6.995
753-0834
753-4445
MUST sell'
95 Chev. Lumina.
Call 759-3892. leave message
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14 Years I

xperience.
e

Call Paul Smith

(270)489-6087

MOW,HOW,MOW...
Decchti Crcclt Lawn CArc
It's that time of year again. If you need
experienced, dependable, courteous lawn
care call...

David Bailey 436-5085
or 753-1040
THANK YOU
Over 10 Years In Business

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. April

20, 2000:
You often elicit strong reactions, and you
might not have a clue why. Slow down
and don't tngger others' issues. You will
be a lot happier if you choose to back off
from volatile situations. You might constantly be deciding where to establish
limits within your interpersonal relationships. Your instincts help you with business; be more in tune with them in general If you are single. you have an
unusual amount of appeal to members of
the opposite sex You might not always
like how they express their caring, however. Opt for a deeper relationship this
year. If attached, you gain by making
plenty of quality time together.
SCORPIO proves to be challenging, at
best
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average. 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 191
**** You get excited and frustrated
at the same time. Burning off steam
could mean some harsh words. Be careful. Why not go for a jog instead? Clear
out tension. Another willingly talks and
helps put plans back together.
Remember, sugar works better than vinegar Tonight: Be carefree with a partner
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Pressure and frustration need
an outlet or they will take a toll on you.
Do your job in clearing out pent-up feelings. A partner comes to your aid, as do
others. Discussions where you reveal
your deeper side prove to be successful.
Tonight. Out and about, enjoying yourself.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Get into work. Concentrating
clears stress and opens up your mind.
Another has ideas that appeal to you.
Attend a meeting. or get together with
others. Suggestions to simplify your
work are well-intended Give them consideration Tonight Buy a plant or some
fresh flowers on the way home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your imagination helps you
work through a problem. You find
answers because you demand them. A
child or loved one acts up. Take time to
smooth ruffled leathers. Your work
demands precision and a willingness to
adapt Take charge Tonight: Romp the
night away_
LEO (July 23-Aug 221
*** Use common sense rather than
anger with a family' member who can't
walk in your shoes or understand the
pressures you feel. Let go of a problem.
Discussions need to proceed with detachment and creativity if they are to succeed Tonight. Call it an early night.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22)
***** Take action where others
can't. Realize what you want from another. then zero in Adjust your plans, recognizing pnonties You need an associate's or partner's support for an investment. Talk to him' Tonight Favorite dinner, favorite place
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 221
*** Finances continue to be a point of
contention Don't try to convince another that you are right Just handle what
you must Use your strong logic and
appeal when dealing with others at work
They can't help but respond — your
Libran ways melt others. Tonight Cut
expenses.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
** Your personality breaks
through others' defenses, but expect
quite a row at first Another is as stubborn as you are determined Logic
regarding a money matter that involves
work and daily living targets the prob-

lem Tonight. Whatever makes you grin!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 211
*** You might be a lot angrier than
you realize. How it comes out depends
upon your personality. You might simply
be nervous, with a short attention span
Use the afternoon for soul searching,
thinking and evaluating Tonight Go for
a mini-getaway
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
**** Aim for what you want, network and make the most of an opportunity. A child could make heavy demands
Realize why another wants to talk. Have
you been distant or difficult, in his eyes?
Be open to conversation and easing some
tension Tonight; Could be very nice.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Another's demands give you
strong insight into what is going on with
him Pull back before you get too
entwined Ask questions Know where
you are heading with a key issue Zero in
on facts rather than fiction Tonight;
Work late if need be.

an older relative Tonight Buy a new
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Make an effort to gather CD
Information. perhaps via the Internet. BORN TODAY
You might not like all the answers you Actress Jessica Lange (1949). actor Ryan
come up with. Recognizing important O'Neal (1941). singer Luther Vandross
financial facts helps you make the right (1951)
•• *
career decision. Check in with a parent or

Br:
Fit

CELLTOUCH,inc. FREE Long Distance
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St.)

767-9111
•-•.C. , ZCO
wr ;al
fa, •.1.'

Call to anywhere in the
50 United States without
long distance charges!
ES I

$0

Nokia 918 phone
Home & Gat charger
ktivation Foe

Available on new one year service agreement Suniect to credit check and approval Fee
will be
char ed Or early termination ot contract Other restrictions ma a I Otter eds 421,00

IMISSOBIA 1111UPCTICOM IS CHNILINIET
Go To: www.murraystate.edu/ialu/auction.htm

4th Itnnuar

111511AA AMMON

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Friday, April .213
7 pm • Curris Center Ballroom
Auction Items Include:
2 Backstage Passes to Fan-Fair
Aspen Ski Condo (one week)
Palm Coast Florida Condo (one week)
One week in Redington Beach, Florida
Nashville/CMA Awards Trip
Atlanta Braves Trip
Numerous Golf Packages
Shania Twain Pictorial
George Strait Tour Jacket
Dinner Certificates Valued at $500.00

egeto .11
di.ea •

HAF
To

Ftevee-se Star-rile Ace itiezeurs
A 510 Ticket Provides Chance To Win Up To S1,000 'Z.-.
`Trrerstrrt

I lopkin.r

To

I

'
4

11*:
7-ego

Sas tugs S. Imam koppernd Itralt. Peoples Rank. the NIttrra.s liank ,X I inilm Planters.

Balls, Cards & Autographs
St. Louis Cardinals
Autographed Peyton Manning Colts Jersey
Murray State Football
Murray State Basketball
Cal Ripken Jr.
St. Louis Rams Autographed Football \
Special Edition
Superbowl Championship Football

•

Al\

(270) 762-3001 FOR INFORMATION
TICKETS $10 EACH, OR,
$150 FOR TABLE OF SIX

Proceeds benefit
renovation of
Alumni Center at MSU
4/19,
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LOOKING BACK
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

111

DEAR ABBY. Basketball season
is over, and I am appalled at some
of the things that have happened to
our team. Because of one family,
our team has been torn apart. The
coach did nothing to deserve this
attack and has always acted in the
most professional way. He has
never embarrassed one child or our
school in any way. I hope you will
print my letter because there is a
good lesson in it for all of us.
Abby, please share with your
readers the following 10 guidelines
given in the journal The Physician
and Sportsmedicine for parents, to
assure that blessings - rather than
curses - come from their children's
involvement in sports.
1. Make sure your children
understand that win or lose, you
love them.
2. Be realistic about your child's
physical ability.
3. Help your child set realistic
-54. Emphasize "improved" performance, not winning.
5. Don't relive your own athletic
past through your child.
6. Provide a safe environment for
training and competition.
7. Control your emotions at
games and events.
8. Be a "cheerleader" for your
DEAR DR. GOTT: I went for my child .and other children on the
usual walk last week during a very team.
9. Respect your child's coaches.
cold and windy day. Before I returned
home, I noticed that my knuckles had Communicate with them in a posibecome red, swollen and itchy. Once tive way.
10. Be a positive role model.
they were warmed, the itching
Parents: Be sensible and responstopped. What caused this reaction?'
sible, and keep your priorities in
DEAR READER: I believe that you order! There is a lot more at stake
are describing a typical cold-sensitivi- than a win/loss record.
ty reaction during which histamine
Abby, I cannot sign my name
was released into the skin, causing to this letter. It's not because I'm
much the same reaction as any other ashamed; it's because of fear of
allergy. This happens to all of us once more controversy.
in awhile and, as an isolated event,
AN INTERESTED FAN
can be ignored. However, if you expeIN THE U.SA.
rience repeated attacks, check with
your doctor. Some diseases, such as
DEAR INTERESTED FAN:
those associated with temperature- Every year I hear about parents
sensitive proteins called cold agglu- who behave irrationally and
tinins, can begin as a cold allergy.
emotionally at their children's
C 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
sporting events. Parents who
cannot control their behavior,
or who lose their perspective
and project their own frusPETER
trated ambitions onto their children, should not attend sportGOTT, M.D.
ing events.
I urge all parents to review
the guidelines you have submitted, and consider the messages they are giving to their

nosed with tennis elbow. What is this?
My doctor recommends cortisone
DEAR DR. GOTT: My son-in-law
shots. Would garlic extract help?
uses the same eating utensils that his
DEAR READER: Known medically
dog does I'll grant you that he is a
as lateral humeral epicondylitis, tenvery clean and nice person, but this
nis elbow is a strain of the forearm
looks temble What can I do to make
muscles where they attach to the
him stop?
lower outer position of the joint. This
strain produces inflammation and
DEAR READER. If your son-in-law
pain.
washes the utensils between uses, I
Some experts believe that tennis
see no health reason why he and his
elbow
is merely an overuse syndrome.
and
knives
plates,
dog shouldn't share
It also may result from tendon-stress
forks. If he doesn't wash them, I'd
worry about his dietary preferences, during improperly hit backhand shots.
The ailment can affect non-tennis
because dried dog food is not particuplayers who overuse their forearms in
larly tasty.
repetitive rotation movements, such
I think that your son-in-law is prob- as turning a screwdriver.
ably old enough to make his own deciTreatment includes avoidance of
sions about hygiene After all, some the offending activity, use of antipeople kiss their dogs on the mouth
inflammatory medicine, physical therWhy bother yourself about his prefer- apy with ultrasound and - in chronic
ences? If he is good to your daughter, cases - cortisone injections into the
kind to the children, brings home his damaged area. Garlic extract is of no
paycheck, puts a roof over their heads use whatsoever
and doesn't lift his leg on the furniTo give you related information, I
ture, what difference does it make am sending you a copy of my Health
Now,
snacks?
that he uses Kibbles as
Report "Fads II: Herbs and Healing
if his dog drinks out of the Waterford Fads." Other readers who would like a
crystal or insists on using a linen copy should send $2 plus a long, selftablecloth with a full place setting of addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
your grandmother's sterling, you've Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
got a problem.
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diag- the title.

a new

or Ryan
fandross

11:30.121.111ILY COMICS
Etu_c3rsacole

ATI-I V
I GAVE 40I.1 THE GENES (BLIT "PROBLEM FINANGES.
15 ALL 4OUR FATHER!
FOR BAD THIGHS, ICKY
! TAKE IT AWAY,
MOO,
HAIR AND DISORGANIZED
DEAR! SHE'S Aft YOLIRS!
CLOSETS...

BACK TO
fr10111.

children - intentionally or
unintentionally.
DEAR ABBY: Morse code is not
dead! I am president of the Lone
Star Chapter of the Morse Telegraph Club. We have chapters in
many cities in the United States
and Canada. On May 28, our chapter will have a table at a train show
in Fort Worth, Texas, and will
demonstrate Morse code sending
and receiving. Other chapters also
do demonstrations.
We are mostly retired railroad
and Western Union telegraphers,
but also have members who are
ham radio operators. We welcome
new members.
EUGENE WOOD,
MADILL,OKLA.
DEAR EUGENE: Oops! I'm
pleased to know that the announcement of the demise of
Morse code was premature, that
some people still use it and
there is still an interest in it.
P.S. How do you say "sorry"
in Morse code?
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
READERS: Easter will soon be
here,and many people regard it
as an occasion to give pets to
small children. A word of caution: If you plan to surprise a
child with a live baby rabbit,
duckling or chick, please consider that living creatures need
proper care. Unless you are
absolutely certain that the little
pet will receive the care it
needs to survive, please give a
stuffed bird or rabbit instead.
Regardless of how cute baby
birds and animals are, they
should not be given to children
on impulse.

Tea years ago
Joe Dick, Dr. Bill Wilson and
Tommy Marshall were elected to
fill vacancies on the Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp. at the annual general
meeting at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Woman's World, a weekly
magazine with a circulation of approximately 1.6 million featured
Murray in its "Armchair Traveler"
column in its April 24 edition
which is available at stores now.
Births reported include a boy to
Mary and Jeff Wheeler, April 13; a
boy to Debra and Ernest Dodd and
a boy to Sharon and Mark Fritz,
April 14.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Sam
Outland, operator, and Robert Butler, street department supervisor.
standing by the city's newly reconce5i
ditioned street sweeper.
Winners of the K tucky Lake
ent out
Bass Club Fishing To
of Kenlake Marina were Harold
Griffin, Bob Burroughs and Frank
Cooper.
The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester is
the evangelist at a revival this week
at Salem Baptist Church. Lynn
Grove.
Thirty years ago
Published are the names of persons for the jury list for the May
term of Calloway Circuit Court as
released by Sheriff Clyde Steele.
The persons are to report to Circuit
Court May 4 at 9 a.m. James M.
Lassiter is the circuit court judge.
Opal Roberts, Edna Milliken,
Alberta Korb, LaVanch Turner and
Reva Shelton are new officers of

Points, Shmoints
North opened the bidding thirdhand with one diamond,East overcalled with one heart, South bid
two clubs,and West bid two hearts.
Since North was looking at only 14
high-card points and his partner
had passed initially, a slam might
seem out of the question.
But North placed a high value
on his singleton heart, and this, in
conjunction with hissolid diamonds
and excellent support for clubs,
induced him to try for a slam despite his shortage of high cards.
Accordingly, North jumped to four
hearts-a"splinter"bid indicating
good club support and a akigleton
(or void) in hearts.
South realized that although
his 10 points were about as little as
the law allowed for his two-club
bid, his A-Q-A were golden cards
that might produce a slam opposite North's singleton-showing bid.
So he cuebid his ace of spades to
When a side has 33 or more show first-round control of that
high-card points, it should practi- suit.
North needed no further encally always reach a slam. But the
He checked for aces
couragement.
of
majority
great
fact is that the
slams are made with fewer than via Blackwood and carried on to six
33 points in high cards, mainly due clubs after South showed two.
Twelve tricks proved to be a
to distributional factors, and it is
after East won the openlaydown
hands
of
family
large
this rather
that challenges the bidding skill of ing heartlead-even though NorthSouth had only 24 high-card points
a partnership.
Consider this deal where between them.
Tomorrow: The one and only chance.

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+84
'9
•AKQJ 93
+K J 62
EAST
WEST
•Q 9 3 2
*KJ 7 6
V AQJ107
V K654 2
•8 6
•5 2
+107
+84
SOUTH
•A 105
V 83
• 10 7 4
+A Q 9 5 3
The bidding:
North East
West
South
1
1•
Pass
Pass
4
Pass
2V
2+
Pass
4 NT
Pass
4•
6+
Pass
5V
Opening lead-four of hearts.

CROSSWORDS

IFfa Ft EtIE1TEFr W
I TOOK /Ay tnouTH
ORGAN To SCHoot_
GRANPA- AN
M.CHAN SAYS I
MAFIA LEARN How
To READ MuSiC

1 Alter4 Jane Fonda
movie
9 Gave food to
12 JamieCurtis
13 Wanderer
14 Slender finial
15 Mel or Jose
17 Decapitate
19 Small barrels
21 Greek letter
22 -Tickle Me"
doll

Ft
MAYBE'ME'WAGNER'S
Riert4T,PAO. APRIL
614004..D LEARN
V
How To READ
TmE MOTES.
THAT WILL
Come- /
,

25 Firearms grp.
27 River in

I

Anzona
31 Ms. Farrow
32 Having pretty
qualities
34 Streisand ID
35 Baseball

great

,
• ef72/

36 Rocky hill
37 Heston ID
38 Oratory
41 —out
(supplement)
42 Lease

GrAFtPIEL.1:3
AU GAH A PAPAH CCM
ON MY THL1NG LICKING
AHN ANVEWOPE

POTATO CHIP?

MtA CAVM 449

PEANUTS

1 Sprite

Answer to Previous Puzzle

APERCU
Al L I .N.G
E L L
P LE A.T
F IRE
N NE
K EEL
NET
TIA
RADA,R
GA
OAR
TET
U R
RUN IN
P EW MUM
MESA
ADAM BEN
LOWER
RON
B OMBED SINEWY

2 — whiz
3"— the

ramparts
4 Joint
5 Pince-nez
6 Sound of
hesitation
7 Flap
8 Paradise
9 Fixed charge
10 Federal
agcy
11 Fulfilled

4-19 © 2000 United Feature Syndicate
16 Film co.
18 Much larger
20 Mrs.(Sp.)
22 Glowing
fragment from
a fire
23 Hard twisted
thread

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 19,
the 110th day of 2000. There are
256 days left in the year. The
Jewish holiday Passover begins at
sunset.
Today's Highlight in History:
Five years ago, on April 19,
1995, a truck bomb destroyed the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, killing 168
people and injuring hundreds. Timothy McVeigh was later convicted on federal murder charges and
sentenced to death; Terry Nichols
was sentenced to life in prison
for conspiracy and involuntary
manslaughter.
• IVA*, date:
In 1775. the American Revolutionary War began with the battles of Lexington and Concord.
In 1943.. during World War II.
tens of thousands of Jews living
in the Warsaw Ghetto began a
valiant !nit futile battle against
Nazi forces.
In 1945. the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "Carousel- opened
on Broadway.'
Douglas
Gen,
1951.
In
MacArthur, relieved of his command by President Truman. hid
farewell to Congress. quoting a
line from a ballad: "Old soldiers
never die: they just fade awayIn 1982, astronauts Sally K.
Ride and Guion S. Bluford Jr.
became the first woman and first
African-Americtn to he tapped for
U.S. space missions.
In 1989, 47 sailors were killed
when a gun turret exploded aboard
the l'SS low a.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

24 Mother
anly
lurnritng
ou
invc
26 Cc
28 Maiden loved
by Zeus
29.Fortunate
30 Unburned
particles
32 Energy unit
(abbr.)
33 Heavy weight
p riormers
35 Eight
39 Running
e
401
4
Apiece
(abbr.)
44 Madison is
its cap.
46 Close
48 Ark builder
)for
Sibling,
49 (p
short
50 Not high
5152 BeforeSuffix
54 Football div

Vowel
55 sequence
It was hard to believe
that he had a son old
enough to graduate
from High School.

temporary Arts Festival at Murray
State College on April 18 in the recital hall-of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Ellis.
Fifty years ago •
Calloway County Singing Convention will be April 23 at Hazel
High School auditorium, according
to Voris Howard, organizational
secretary. Ed Morton of Lynn
Grove is president.
Locust Grove Baptist Church
building, over 100 years old, was
destroyed by fire April 16.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hughes, April
14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James P.
Rutledge, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Pharris and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Darnell, April 15.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

43 Belonging to
(suffix)
44 — and
means
45 Plural ending
47 An Anderson
49 Carefree
53 Inlay work
57 Man's name
58 Cities
60 Egg- yong
61 To be in debt
62 Instruct
63 — and dried

the Murray Business and Professional Women's•Club elected at a
meeting at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary R. Brown and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace,
Parkin, April 14.
Forty years ago
Dr. Thomas G. Parker, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Parker. will
begin his practice here in July with
the Butterworth Clinic at Main and
Seventh Streets, Murray, after completing his internship in Louisville.
The String Orchestra, directed
• by Prof. David Gowans. and the
College Symphoziy Orchestra, directed by Prof. Richard Farrell, presented the final concert of the Con-

56
nSeeleedping
59
symbol
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Native American
dance troupe to
perform locally

1

pring Savings In Every Aisle

The Chickasaw Nation Dance
Troupe will be performing at Southeast Missouri State University in
the University Center Ballroom at
7 p.m. on April 29.
They will also be appearing at
the Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center on April 29-30 for onehour performances beginning at II
a.m. each day.
The Chickasaw Nation Dance
Troupe of Ada. Okla., serves as a
goodwill ambassador for the Chickasaw Nation. By sharing the ancient
art of shellshaking, stomp dance
and southeastern Native American
songs. they continue to educate
and pass on to the next generation Chickasaw cultural traditions.
The dance troupe members travel extensi% ely and were recently
awarded first place at the 1999
Gallup Intertribal Ceremonials.
Gallup, N.M. The Chickasaw
Nation Dance Troupe was also
featured in the 1994 documentary,
"The Native Americans." produced
by Turner Broadcasting.
The University Ballroom is situated on the campus of Southeast
Missouri State University in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.- For more information, call (573) 651-2182 or email cmorrow@semovm.semo.edu.
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center,.a program of Murray State
'niversity. is located at 94 Green
St . Highway 51/60/62 west in
Wickliffe, Ky. The center is open
daily from 9 a.m.4:30 p.m. Admission fees are: $4 for adults, $3.75
senior citizens, $3 children 6-11,
$2 for those affiliated with Murra State University and free for
children under age 6.
Group discounts are available
by contacting Wickliffe Mounds
at
(270)
335-3681
Or
wmounds@brtc.net.
This event is sponsored in part
by the Friends of Wickliffe Mounds
and Southeast Missouri State University's Department of Sociology-Anthropology and the Ad Hoc
Committee on University Relations
with Native Americans.

Prices Good
April 19 thru
April 25

good 9aod

m`?

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

1

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-13-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

otemAn7t-sr

awirmAcrirs.

asirmArairs

Field Kentucky Legend Boneless

Field 1 Lb. C ^ol-Cheese Classics

Owen's Famous R'

Ham

Wieners

Baked Ham

;•ectCatfish
Fillets
$199

Owen's Best
Extra Lean

Ground Round
$ 1 99
Lb

Lb

U.S.Choice Boneless Sirloin

Field 1 Lo

U.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Tip Roast

Bologna

Tip Steak

Pen, Th,c1(

Gor!k-

Von Comps 28 oz

Cool
Whip

Wesson
Oil
$1 79

996

$1 89
I

Baked
Beans

Lb

$1 99

Cream
Cheese

996

Lb

990

1

Wickliffe Mounds
seeks support of
more 'Friends'

-

,
zost goesce ?oat
9

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

Kentucky Farms

The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center continues its museum sponsorship program, the Friends of
Wickliffe Mounds, this year. The
Friends program helps to support
the research center's public and educational programming throughout
the year.
Kit Wester, site director, stated
that "each year, we sponsor a variety of special events and workshops. Native American Woods
Walk. Archaeology
Weekend.
Flintknappers Weekend and Native
American Dance Weekend have
become annual events and workshops are also becoming very popular."
The Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center needs continued support of
the Friends program.
"With the financial support of
the Friends of Wickliffe Mounds".
Wesler continued. "we are able to
provide educational workshops and
hands-on activities • to area visitors. The Friend: program will
support the development of new
special events and more presentations. especially Native American
participants."
The basic membership is $10
for individuals and $1 X for families.
Sponsorships arc
taxdeductible above the value of the
basic membership. Individual sponsorships are $25 and Family Sponsorships are $45 per year.
Members and Sponsors rcceivc
a season pass to the site and mailings of the Calendar of Events
and flyers for each event and workshop. Friends are entitled to a 20
percent discount on workshop fees.
In addition. the Friends of Wickliffe Mounds program offers a Corporate Sponsorship. A Corporate
Sponsorship provides discounted
admissions for all employees of
the company and their families, public recognition in the museum and
in media announcements. Calendar of Events and flyers for events
and workshops mailed to company executives.
Corporate Sponsorships are $250
and tax-deductible. Persons interested in the Friends of Wickliffe
Mounds program may contact the
research center at 94 Green Si.,
PO. Box 155, Wickliffe, KY 42087.
(270) •
335-3681.
. wmounds(dbrtc.net.

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-7:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-8:00

I)

1% Milk
gal

'1

Gold Medal

5021n

2 Liter

79'

89'

Maxwell House

Order Your
Pit Baked Hams
& BBQ Shoulders
For Easter

Flour
5 Lb. Bag

Off ONE 32 Oz.
Hunt's Ketchup

,Dr ,,,r-i•e• L — J'E• ,..-...i..y- i-e, ,-..,-;mase Or '....,:e..•*c
Praduct Any Other Use Consttrtes Fraud Vod A coped :•,,
1,ansteroeo or ;4041tooted Da pay saies tax Flemier ConAgra
Cvocery P.oducis Co ov. redeem 1 coupon per puTnase
rjamt mr, CAIV, ReClef
PbOr. Poky Jpor
,
• , ConAgra Grocery Products Co OAS Dept 27999'
.. .- D. Del Fla. TX 78640

$ 99

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Caf. Free Pepsi

Save 4C:i

Coffee
89
1 1-13 oz Bag

i

9.

,

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Cat Free Pepsi

Domino
$329

Rolls

5Lb

11-16oz

2/$5°° Cake Mix

.

0i$ 1
14-15.25oz. Li I

Prairie Farms

Skim Milk

01

eu
1/2 gal,

•

1.8.25oz. 69

1 Lb Qtrs

500

104oz

2/$400
0

Rose Acre Grade A Large

97 Eggs

is
Shells & Cheese

Butter

Dozen 67

Betty Crocker Supreme
/$300
Brownie Mix

Del Monte

.

Pineapple

15.25

Viasic Sweet Pickles, Midgets or

De Monte Corn, Peas, Green Beans or

44
..:. ‘-k• Potatoes •

79

Betty Crocker

Sister Schubert Frozen

'

sugar

$1
I

Gherkins
Hefty Foam

Plates

/$300
20-50 Ct

Post Row Bran 20 oz GroRenuts 24 oz. or

Grape Nuts O's

2/$400

12 oz.

Campbell s Cream of Mushroom, Celery or Chicke-

Soup

19-24 oz

$ 1 99
16oz. I

79

10 75 az

ACPAWLAV
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
N hole 8-10 Lb Avg

Field
American

Baked Ham
$429

BBC) Shoulder

Cheese

Owen's Best
Oven Baked
Turkey Breast

$429

$329

$359

Owen's Best
Barbecue

Owen's Best

Beef
$329

Cajun
$499

Golden Ripe

Bananas

Ready-To-Eat
Baby 1 Lb

3 $1 99

Carrots

ar

Mushrooms

99'

Idaho
Baking

Buds
1 lb Bag

Buds
1 Lb. Bag Tosser:

Potatoes

Cole Slaw Mix

Salad Mix

31 99

SUBSCRIBE

Snow White
8 oz

$129

